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CHAPTER 1

Install PyGMO

1.1 Preparing your system to compile PyGMO

We assume you have root access to your unix machine (or you are administering your Windows machine) and a
working python installation. As PyGMO has some dependencies, you will need to install a few packages before being
able to install PyGMO on your machine. All are supported by most package managers, so that a simple apt-get or
emerge should suffice to prepare your system.

• Install git

• Install CMake with its ccmake utility

• Install boost libraries both headers and compiled libraries

Other packages are actually optional and they will enhance PyGMO functionalities if present:

• SNOPT (proprietary)

• IPOPT

• SciPy

• NLOPT (compiled with the c++ flag activated)

• GSL (version 1.15 required)

• PyKEP (version 1.15 required)

These packages need to be compiled in such a way as to allow PyGMO 1) to find them 2) tho use them. See the
dedicated pages on how to make sure this happens.

1.2 Download PyGMO code

PyGMO source code is part of the pagmo sourceforge project. The git versioning system is needed to access the code.

Open a terminal (where git is available) and type:

git clone git://git.code.sf.net/p/pagmo/code pagmo-code

1

http://git-scm.com
http://www.cmake.org
http://www.boost.org
https://projects.coin-or.org/Ipopt
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http://ab-initio.mit.edu/wiki/index.php/NLopt
http://www.gnu.org/s/gsl/
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http://sourceforge.net/projects/pagmo/
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1.3 Compiling and Installing under Unix

Assuming you have just downloaded the source code you will have created a directory pagmo in your current directory,
move there:

cd pagmo

You will now need to create a build directory where to build the source code, so:

mkdir build

You can now move there:

cd build

and have ccmake help you select the options that are most suitable for you:

ccmake ../

After pressing c once, a typical ccmake screen will look like

note that the PyGMO option is selcted as well as other options requiring external libraries ....

At this point (after pressing c again) in case all required system libraries are found you should be seeing something
like this on the screen:

2 Chapter 1. Install PyGMO
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You can now press ‘g’ to generate a make file and exit ccmake utility. You are back to the prompt where you can now
type:

make

and:

sudo make install

Watch carefully the message in the terminal where the installation path is given to check that the correct python
dist-packages or site-packages directory has been located

Here is a typical example of the output obtained (gentoo system):

1.3. Compiling and Installing under Unix 3
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1.4 Compiling and Installing under Windows

We here outline the procedure we followed when providing the Windows Binaries. In our system, we had CMake
2.8.6, Python 2.7, Boost 1.47.0 and MinGW with Msys 1.0.11 (all installed in C:)

4 Chapter 1. Install PyGMO
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• We compiled the boost libraries with the command ”.b2 toolset=gcc link=shared”

• NOTE: The whole boost directory must be placed where the CMake script can find it (e.g. in C:/boost). This
required renaming the folder from “boost_x_xx_xx” to “boost”) Alternatively, one can directly tell CMake
where the boost_x_xx_xx folder is, in which case make sure to fill in both the header and the library fields
(toggling advanced view)

• Check, when running CMake, that all libraries are found correctly

• When running a make install, Windows will probably put your PyGMO directory under Program Files/PyGMO,
move it to the correct place (e.g. C:/Python27/Lib/site-packages/)

• Remember to place the necessary libraries in Windows/System32. In particular you will need a) the pagmo
library (libpagmo.dll) b) the boost date-time library c) the boost serialization library d) the boost python library
e) the boost thread library

• You need to place the minGW ibraries libgfortran-3.dll, libquadmath-0.dll and pthreadGC2 in the core directory.

• If the option GSL is activated you need to provide the GSL libraries, in particular a) libgslcblas.a b)
libgsl.a c) the include dir of gsl. We have compiled gsl-1.15 using msys 1.0.11 configure make install
(it first required to define “#define HAVE_DECL_ISNAN 1” and ” #define HAVE_DECL_FINITE 1” in
config.h of the gsl downloaded distribution). The static libs are then created in cblas/.lib and /lib. We have
pointed CMake to those files and to msys local/include for the include files. One could also link to the
dynamic .dll files that are created in the local/lib directry of msys after make install. In this case remember
to put those libraries (libgsl-0.dll and libgslcblas-0.dll) in the folder System32 too.

• If the option Ipopt is activated you need to tell CMake explicitly where to find Ipopt, in particular a) libcoinblas.a
b) libcoinlapack.a c) libcoinmumps.a d) libipopt.a e) The include dir of ipopt. We have compiled Ipopt 3.10.1
using msys 1.0.11 and the usual config make install procedure ..... (MUMPS is used as linear solver) and later
linked to the static libraries created in lib/.

• If the option NLOPT is activated you need to tell CMake explicitly where to find NLOPT and in particular a)
nlopt-0.dll b) nlopt.h and nlopt.hhp. We downloaded the already available Windows binaries for NLOPT 2.2.3

1.4. Compiling and Installing under Windows 5
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CHAPTER 2

Quick Start

For a more advanced use of PyGMO, please refer to our Tutorials, or Examples.

2.1 On one CPU

Let us try to solve the 50-dimensional Schwefel problem.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(dim = 50)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 500)
isl = island(algo,prob,20)
print isl.population.champion.f
isl.evolve(10)
print isl.population.champion.f

And it is done!! We have used the algorithm Differential Evolution and we have evolved ten times 200 generations.

(17643.0955597,)
(0.0006364301698340569,)

2.2 On many CPUs ...

Let us try to solve, again, the 50-dimensional Schwefel problem.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(dim = 50)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 500)
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,8,20)
print min([isl.population.champion.f for isl in archi])
archi.evolve(10)
print min([isl.population.champion.f for isl in archi])

And it is done!! We have launched eight separated threads each one running an instance of Differential Evolution.
Each thread evolves separately ten times 200 generations. We then print the best found in the 8 runs.

2.3 ... and migrating solutions ...

Let us try to solve, again, the 50-dimensional Schwefel problem.

7
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from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(dim = 50)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 500)
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,8,20, topo = topology.ring())
print min([isl.population.champion.f for isl in archi])
archi.evolve(10)
print min([isl.population.champion.f for isl in archi])

And it is done!! We have launched eight separated threads each one running an instance of Differential Evolution. Each
thread evolves for 200 generation its population, then it exchanges solutions according to the defined ring topology.
All happens asynchronously in te background We then print the best found in the 8 runs.

2.4 ... and between different algorithms ...

Let us try to solve, again, the 50-dimensional Schwefel problem.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(dim = 50)
algo = []
for i in range(1,9):

algo.append(algorithm.de(gen=500,variant=i))
archi = archipelago(topo=topology.ring())
for i in range(0,8):

archi.push_back(island(algo[i],prob,20))
print min([isl.population.champion.f for isl in archi])
archi.evolve(20)
print min([isl.population.champion.f for isl in archi])

And it is done!! We have instantiated 8 different variants of Differential Evolution and have them cooperate to solve
the same optimization problem! What do we make of it ?!?!?!?????

8 Chapter 2. Quick Start



CHAPTER 3

Tutorials

This is a collection of tutorials on PyGMO’s basics:

3.1 Adding new problems and algorithms to PyGMO

3.1.1 Adding a new optimization problem

In this Tutorial we will learn how to code simple optimization problems (continuous, single objective, unconstrained),
so that PyGMO can then apply all of its algorithmic power to solve it.

In a nutshell .... we will write classes deriving from problem.base and reimplement some of its ‘virtual’ methods.

from PyGMO.problem import base
class my_problem(base):
"""
De Jong (sphere) function implemented purely in Python.

USAGE: my_problem(dim = 10)

* dim problem dimension
"""
def __init__(self, dim = 10):

#First we call the constructor of the base class telling
#essentially to PyGMO what kind of problem to expect (1 objective, 0 contraints etc.)
super(my_problem,self).__init__(dim)

#then we set the problem bounds (in this case equal for all components)
self.set_bounds(-5.12,5.12)

#we define some additional ’private’ data members (not really necessary in
#this case, but ... hey this is a tutorial)
self.__dim = dim

#We reimplement the virtual method that defines the objective function.
def _objfun_impl(self,x):

f = 0;
for i in range(self.__dim):

f = f + (x[i])*(x[i])
#note that we return a tuple with one element only. In PyGMO the objective functions
#return tuples so that multi-objective optimization is also possible.

return (f,)

9
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#Finally we also reimplement a virtual method that adds some output to the __repr__ method
def human_readable_extra(self):

return "\n\t Problem dimension: " + str(self.__dim)

Note that by default PyGMO will assume one wants to minimize the objective function. In the second part of this
tutorial we will also see how it is possible to change this default behaviour.

We may then put the above code in a file, say my_module.py and use, for example, Artificial Bee Colony .... with 20
individuals ....

from PyGMO import *
from my_module import my_problem

prob = my_problem(dim=10)
algo = algorithm.bee_colony(gen=500)
isl = island(algo,prob,20)
isl.evolve(1); isl.join()
print isl.population.champion.f

And we are done!!!!! (the output will be something like 10^-27, no big deal for a sphere problem)

Let’s consider now a maximization problem. To solve such a problem, two possibilities are available to the
PaGMO/PyGMO user. The first one is to code the original problem as a minimization problem by premultiplying
the objective function by -1 (a technique wich is often used and requires no particular effort). If such a method is used,
the final fitness value obtained with PyGMO has to be multiplied by -1 to get back to the correct value.

A second method, more elegant and most of all serving the purpose to show the use of another virtual method which can
be reimplemented in python objects deriving from base, is to override the function that compares two fitness vectors.
This function is used by all pagmo algorithms to compare performances of individuals. By default, this function
compares the fitness f1 to a fitness f2 and returns true if f1 dominates f2 (which is single objective optimization
correspond to minimization). Let us see how ....

from PyGMO.problem import base
class my_problem(base):

"""
Analytical function to maximize

USAGE: my_problem()
"""
def __init__(self):

# first we call the constructor of the base telling
# to PyGMO what kind of problem to expect (1 objective, 0 constraints etc...)
super(my_problem,self).__init__(2);

# sets the problem bounds
self.set_bounds(-10,10);

# we do not need private members in this simple case

# initialize best known solutions (this is optional and is here only
# for demonstration purposes)

self.best_x = [[1.,-1.]];

# reimplement the virtual method that defines the obf function
def _objfun_impl(self,x):

f = ( - (1. - x[0])**2 - 100 * (-x[0]**2 - x[1])**2 - 1.);
return(f,)

# reimplement the virtual method that compares fitnesses

10 Chapter 3. Tutorials
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def _compare_fitness_impl(self,f1,f2):
return f1[0]>f2[0];

# add some output to __repr__
def human_readable_extra(self):

return "\n\tMaximization problem"

As before, we may put this in the file my_module.py and use our favorite optimization algorithm:

from PyGMO import *
from my_module import my_problem
from math import *

prob = my_problem();
algo = algorithm.de(gen=20);
isl = island(algo,prob,20);
isl.evolve(10); isl.join();

print "Best individual:"
print isl.population.champion

print "Comparison of the best found fitness with the best known fitness:"
for best_fitness in prob.best_f:

print best_fitness[0] - isl.population.champion.f[0]

print "L2 distance to the best decision vector"
for best_decision in prob.best_x:

l2_norm = 0;
for n in range(0, len(best_decision)):

l2_norm += (best_decision[n] - isl.population.champion.x[n])**2;
l2_norm = sqrt(l2_norm);
print l2_norm;

Note here that we used the best_f and best_x methods which return the best known fitness and decision vectors. The
best_f vector is automatically available as we defined best_x in the problem. With these vectors, we can have an idea
of the optimizer performances. The result of this optimization is something like 10^-11 for the comparison with the
best fitness and 10^-5 for the distance to the best decision vector.

NOTE1: This simple tutorial is implemented in PyGMO under the name PyGMO.problem.py_example and
PyGMO.problem.py_example_max

NOTE2: When evolve is called from an island, the process is forked and transferred to another python or ipython
instance. As a consequence, when writing your _obj_fun_impl you cannot use stuff like matplotlib to make interactive
plots and alike. If you need, during development, to have this kind of support, use the algorithm evolve method, for
example

from PyGMO import *
from my_module import my_problem

prob = my_problem(dim=10)
algo = algorithm.bee_colony(gen=100)
isl = island(algo,prob,20)
pop = island.population
pop = algo.evolve(pop)

print "Best fitness:"
print pop.champion.f

print "Fitness found compared to the best known fitness:"

3.1. Adding new problems and algorithms to PyGMO 11
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for best_fitness in prob.get_best_known_f_vector():
print pop.champion.f[0] - best_fitness[0]

NOTE3: If performance is your goal, you should implement your problem in C++, and then expose it into python.

3.1.2 Adding a new stochastic optimization problem

Assuming you have made the Adding a new optimization problem tutorial, this second tutorial should be rather straight
forward. We will learn how to code a stochastic optimization problem, that is a problem where the objective function
is stochastic. In other words, the objective function depends on pseudo-random numbers.

In a nutshell .... we will write a class deriving from problem.base_stochastic and reimplement some of its ‘virtual’
methods. With respect to problem.base, this base class has an added data member called self.seed which can be
used to control the pseudo random numbers and that is changed by the algorithms that are compatible with stochastic
optimization problems.

from PyGMO.problem import base_stochastic
class my_problem_stochastic(base_stochastic):

"""
Noisy De Jong (sphere) function implemented purely in Python.

USAGE: my_problem_stochastic(dim = 10, seed=0)

* dim problem dimension

* seed initial random seed
"""
def __init__(self, dim = 10, seed = 0):

#First we call the constructor of the base stochastic class. (Only
#unconstrained single objective problems can be stochastic in PyGMO)
super(my_problem_stochastic,self).__init__(dim, seed)

#then we set the problem bounds (in this case equal for all components)
self.set_bounds(-5.12,5.12)

#and we define some additional ’private’ data members (not really necessary in
#this case, but ... hey this is a tutorial)
self.__dim = dim

def _objfun_impl(self,x):
from random import random as drng
from random import seed

#We initialize the random number generator using the
#data member seed (in base_stochastic). This will be changed by suitable
#algorithms when a stochastic problem is used. The mod operation avoids overflows

seed(self.seed)

#We write the objfun using the same pseudorandonm sequence
#as long as self.seed is unchanged.
f = 0;
for i in range(self.__dim):

noise = (2 * drng() - 1) / 10
f = f + (x[i] + noise)*(x[i] + noise)

return (f,)
def human_readable_extra(self):

return "\n\tSeed: " + str(self.seed)

12 Chapter 3. Tutorials
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We may then put this in a file, say my_module.py and use Particle Swarm Optimization .... the generational version ...
to solve it

from PyGMO import *
from my_module import my_problem_stochastic

prob = my_problem_stochastic(dim=10, seed=123456)
algo = algorithm.pso_gen(gen=1)
isl = island(algo,prob,20)
for i in range(30):

isl.evolve(1)
isl.population.champion.f

(7.636346361215645,)
(2.9207347362223715,)
(1.0075035416057239,)
(0.3461345536433724,)
(0.148618031035022,)
(0.08653472558404088,)
(0.048504492499211634,)
(0.017069267823961475,)
(0.032427061740872294,)
(0.018818646172131907,)
(0.025077134049593254,)

You can also check that the problem seed has actually changed (the algo does this) by printing the seed to screen

print prob.seed

3.1.3 Adding a new algorithm

In this tutorial we will learn how to code a simple optimization algorithm. We will write the algorithm so that it
manage multi-objective, mixed_int, constrained optimization as this will allow us to explain all the basic PyGMO
functioning. Clearly our algorithm will not be very good ... a random search always useful to benchmark against :)

In a nutshell ... we will write a class deriving from PyGMO.algorithm.base and reimplement some of its ‘virtual’
methods, the main one being evolve!!!

class my_algorithm(base):
"""
Monte-Carlo (random sampling) algorithm implemented purely in Python.
"""

def __init__(self,iter = 10):
"""
Constructs a Monte-Carlo (random sampling) algorithm

USAGE: algorithm.my_algorithm(iter = 10)

NOTE: At the end of each iteration, the randomly generated
point substitutes the worst individual in the population if better

* iter: number of random samples
"""
#We start calling the base constructor
super(my_algorithm,self).__init__()
#We then define the algorithm ’private’ data members
self.__iter = iter

3.1. Adding new problems and algorithms to PyGMO 13
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#This is the ’juice’ of the algorithm, the method where the actual optimzation is coded.
def evolve(self,pop):

#If the population is empty (i.e. no individuals) nothing happens
if len(pop) == 0:

return pop

#Here we rename some variables, in particular the problem
prob = pop.problem
#Its dimensions (total and continuous)
dim, cont_dim = prob.dimension, prob.dimension - prob.i_dimension
#And the lower/upper bounds for the chromosome
lb, ub = prob.lb, prob.ub
import random

#The algorithm now starts manipulating the population
for _ in range(self.__iter):

#We create a random vector within the bounds ... first the continuous part
tmp_cont = [random.uniform(lb[i],ub[i]) for i in range(cont_dim)]
#then the integer part
tmp_int = [float(random.randint(lb[i],ub[i])) for i in range(cont_dim,dim)]
#and we assemble them into one decision vector
tmp_x = tmp_cont + tmp_int
#which we push back in the population
pop.push_back(tmp_x)
#to then remove the worst individual
pop.erase(pop.get_worst_idx())

#at the end of it all we return the ’evolved’ population
return pop

def get_name(self):
return "Monte Carlo (Python)"

def human_readable_extra(self):
return "n_iter=" + str(self.__n_iter)

The above code contains a lot of interesting points worth to be discussed. So, we start

• In PyGMO the decision vector (chromosome) is represented as an n-tuple. Its dimension and structure de-
pends on the problem. Its dimension will be problem.dimension, the first prob.dimension - prob.i_dimension
components will be continuous, the remaining problem.i_dimension will instead be integers.

• When a chromosome is pushed back in a population, the domination count and the domination list (data mem-
bers) are automatically updated

• The get_worst_idx method sort the population with respect to the domination count, then domination list size
(in inverse order)

3.2 Meta-problems

3.2.1 Rotated and Shifted problems

In this tutorial we will learn how to use meta-problems. These are optimization problems that transform somehow
another optimization problem. In particular we will have a look to the rotated and shifted meta-problems. Let us start
creating a shifted problem.

14 Chapter 3. Tutorials
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In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: prob = problem.ackley(5)
In [3]: shifted_prob1 = problem.shifted(problem=prob)
In [4]: shifted_prob2 = problem.shifted(problem=prob,shift=15)
In [5]: shifted_prob3 = problem.shifted(problem=prob,shift=[23,-12.2,22,33,5.3])

We have used three different constructors to instantiate the new problem with a random shift vector (shifted_prob1),
with a uniform shift vector (shifted_prob2) and with a fully defined shift vector (shifted_prob3). In all cases we may
extract the shift vector using the corresponding attribute

In [4]: shift1 = shifted_prob1.shift_vector
Out[11]: (22.05074397709721, 42.30378775731836, 41.28781073553851, -37.032452729545746, -43.15424830101163)

We may now check that such a shift does not change the performance of a given algorithm. We choose, for this tutorial
Improved Harmony Search, but you can try changing it to test others.

In [5]: l = list()
In [6]: algo = algorithm.ihs(1000);
In [7]: for i in range(100):

pop = population(prob,20)
for i in range(15):

pop = algo.evolve(pop)
l.append(pop.champion.f[0])

In [8]: l_shift = list()
In [9]: for i in range(100):

pop = population(shifted_prob1,20)
for i in range(15):

pop = algo.evolve(pop)
l_shift.append(pop.champion.f[0])

In [10]: boxplot([l,l_shift])

which will produce a plot similar to:

where one can clearly see how the algorithm ihs does not change its performances when the search space is shifted.

We now repeat the same procedure for a rotated problem.

In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: prob = problem.ackley(5)
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In [3]: shifted_prob = problem.rotated(problem=prob)

Also in the case of the rotated problem the kwarg rotation allows to pass a rotation matrix directly, otherwise a random
orthonormal matrix will be generated and can be extracted by the problem.rotation attribute.

Running the same procedure as for the shifted problem returns a picture like the one below.

Which clearly indicates how the rotation affects negatively the algorithm performance.

Note that meta-problems can be nested together, so it is perfectly valid to have

In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: prob = problem.ackley(5)
In [3]: new_prob = problem.rotated(problem.shifted(problem.rotated(prob)))

To make sure one can reconstruct the original problem, the transformations applied are logged in the problem __repr__
method

In [4]: print new_prob
Out[4]:
Problem name: Ackley [Rotated] [Shifted] [Rotated]

Global dimension: 5
Integer dimension: 0
Fitness dimension: 1
Constraints dimension: 0
Inequality constraints dimension: 0
Lower bounds: [-1.4142135623730951, -1.4142135623730951, -1.4142135623730951, -1.4142135623730951, -1.4142135623730951]
Upper bounds: [1.4142135623730951, 1.4142135623730951, 1.4142135623730951, 1.4142135623730951, 1.4142135623730951]
Constraints tolerance: 0

Rotation matrix:
-0.599649 0.20824 0.0152832 -0.740073 -0.221622
-0.263871 -0.341942 0.873749 0.072256 0.211634
-0.114375 -0.709787 -0.157299 0.0906273 -0.670943
0.663241 0.209505 0.425168 -0.326385 -0.478461
0.343255 -0.540391 -0.17555 -0.576482 0.476451

Shift vector: [-2.5281990225671565, 2.2507667730831695, 2.260031719866459, -2.6037537655145679, -0.45739118339223306]
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Rotation matrix:
-0.469888 -0.334498 -0.813054 0.0761044 -0.0216481
-0.416312 -0.467594 0.372853 -0.513315 0.453352
0.413702 0.0719025 -0.277365 0.149243 0.851161
0.182474 0.391322 -0.341818 -0.830096 -0.0875853

-0.633596 0.714957 0.0784432 0.139221 0.24871

3.2.2 The Noisy meta-problem

The noisy meta-problem introduces noise into regular PyGMO problem, rendering them stochastic. More specifically,
the observed fitness and constraint vectors from such problems have been corrupted by noises. Currently, two types of
noise distributions are supported, namely the normal distribution and uniform distribution.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.ackley(1)
prob_noisy_normal = problem.noisy(prob, trials=1, param_first=0.0, param_second=0.1, noise_type=problem.noisy.noise_distribution.NORMAL)
prob_noisy_uniform = problem.noisy(prob, trials=1, param_first=-3, param_second=3, noise_type=problem.noisy_noise_distribution.UNIFORM)

The construction parameters control the following aspects of the noisy transform:

• Noise distribution: The Gaussian noise is characterized by a mean of param_first and a standard devi-
ation of param_second, while the uniformly noise is uniformly distributed between param_first and
param_second.

• Internal averaging: The noisy meta-problem provides an internal mechanism to perform averaging via repeated
evaluation before reporting the fitness / constraint vectors, at the expense of increase computational budget. The
number of samples to average over is controlled by the parameter trials.

The fitness landscape (or more precisely the distribution of fitness values at each decision value) of a noisy one-
dimensional Ackley problem is visualized in the following figures. The solid line is the fitness in case of a noise-less
problem.
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The transformed problem becomes stochastic. It can be solved by optimizers capable of handling stochastic problems,
for example pso_gen. The quality of a solution can be assessed by the noise-less version of the problem, serving as
the ground truth information.

As some examples, let’s apply pso_gen to different version of noisy problems. Generally, the larger the magnitude
of noise, the harder the problem becomes. Increasing the trials parameter reduces the adversarial effect of noise.
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3.2.3 Decomposition

In this tutorial we will learn how to use the decompose meta-problems to solve a multi-objective problem. The
decompose meta-problem transforms a multi-objective problem into a single-objective one having as fitness function
a convex combination (defined by a weight vector) of the original objectives. Let us start creating a decomposed
problem from a multi-objective one.

In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: orig_prob = problem.zdt(1,10)
In [3]: prob = problem.decompose(problem = orig_prob, weights = [0.5, 0.5])

In this way the 2 objectives of the original problem are equally weighted. If we don’t define the weight vector, then it
is randomly generated.

We then proceed by solving the new decomposed problem using a single-objective optimization algorithm.

In [4] alg = algorithm.jde(50)
In [5] pop = population(prob, 200)
In [6] for i in xrange(5):

pop = alg.evolve(pop)
print "Generation ", i
print "Distance from Pareto Front (p-distance): " , orig_prob.p_distance(pop)
print "Original fitness: " , orig_prob.objfun(pop.champion.x)
print "Decomposed fitness: " , pop.champion.f

We see how the fitness of the new problem is equal to the average of the original 2 objectives

Out [7] Distance from Pareto Front (p-distance): 0.569852362819
Original fitness: (0.376410003683959, 0.6055773596287406)
Decomposed fitness: (0.4909936816563498,)

Generation 1
Distance from Pareto Front (p-distance): 0.0962829285609
Original fitness: (0.25292383041734323, 0.528506927611418)
Decomposed fitness: (0.39071537901438064,)

Generation 2
Distance from Pareto Front (p-distance): 0.0164014486696
Original fitness: (0.25426237266331964, 0.499545293860021)
Decomposed fitness: (0.3769038332616703,)

Generation 3
Distance from Pareto Front (p-distance): 0.00251788007034
Original fitness: (0.24129082628054865, 0.5095238228445969)
Decomposed fitness: (0.37540732456257275,)

Generation 4
Distance from Pareto Front (p-distance): 0.000420874501332
Original fitness: (0.2500151198152518, 0.5000990342618756)
Decomposed fitness: (0.3750570770385637,)

Generation 5
Distance from Pareto Front (p-distance): 7.23681824182e-05
Original fitness: (0.24995048982014567, 0.5000683842135499)
Decomposed fitness: (0.3750094370168478,)
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3.3 Multi Objective Optimization with PyGMO

3.3.1 Basic Multi-Objective Functionalities

In this tutorial we will learn how to use PyGMO to solve multiple-objective optimization problems. In essence we will
learn how to use the methods that deal with Pareto-optimality, in particular those of the class population

This tutorial assumes an ipython interactive environment. Let us start to define our population:

In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: prob = problem.zdt(1)
In [3]: pop = population(prob,10)

We here make use of first problem of the ZDT benchmark suite and we created a population containing 10 individuals
randomly created within the box bounds. Which individuals belong to which preto front? We can immediately see
this by typing:

In [4]: pop.compute_pareto_fronts()
Out[4]: ((0, 1, 6), (2, 5, 7), (4,), (8, 9), (3,))

For larger populations, a good visualization of the different Pareto Fronts can be obtained:

In [5]: pop = population(prob,100)
In [6]: pop.plot_pareto_fronts()

which will produce a plot similar to:

where each successive pareto front is plotted in darker colour. If we now type:

In [7]: algo = algorithm.nsga_II(gen = 250)
In [8]: pop = algo.evolve(pop)
In [9]: pop.plot_pareto_fronts()
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we have instantiated the algorithm Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm, able to tackle multi-objective problems,
defining the number of generations to 250. In the next line use directly the method evolve of the algorithm to evolve
the population. We could have also, similarly, defined an island and use the evolve method of the island:

In [7]: algo = algorithm.nsga_II(gen = 250)
In [8]: isl = island(algo,pop)
In [9]: isl.evolve(1)
In [10]: isl.population.plot_pareto_fronts()

This block of code is equivalent to the previous one showing how, in PyGMO, islands are not necessary to run algo-
rithms in single threads. They only become really necessary in connection to archipelago evolutions. In any case at
the end of our evolution we may plot again the pareto front:

In [10]: pop.plot_pareto_fronts()

to finally have:

3.3.2 PADE: a parallel MOEA-D algorithm

In this tutorial we will learn how to use PADE to solve a multi-objective problem. PADE transforms a multi-objective
problem into N single-objective ones, where N is the population size. It does that using the Decomposition meta
problem. It then solve each problem in parallel using a given single objective algorithm. The population provided at
the end of the evolution will be the union of the solutions to each single-objective problem.

Let start using PADE to solve the popular multi-objective benchmark problem ZDT1.

In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: prob = problem.zdt(1)
In [3]: alg = algorithm.pade()
In [4]: pop = population(prob, 100)
In [5]: pop = alg.evolve(pop)
In [6]: pop.plot_pareto_fronts()

We will get the following
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Each point on the pareto front corresponds to the solution to a single-objective problem. In order for the point to be
well spread is then crucial to choose the proper decomposition method and the proper weight vectors. It is possible to
do that as follow

In [7]: alg = algorithm.pade(decomposition = problem.decompose.BI, weights=algorithm.pade.GRID)
In [8]: pop = alg.evolve(pop)
In [9]: pop.plot_pareto_fronts()
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As we can see the points on the pareto front are much better spread.

In the following plots we see how different weight generation methods perform on the 3-objective benchmark problem
DTLZ1. First we will use a RANDOM weight generation.

In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: alg = algorithm.pade(decomposition = problem.decompose.BI, weights=algorithm.pade.RANDOM)
In [3]: prob = problem.dtlz(1)
In [4]: pop = population(prob,100)
In [5]: pop = alg.evolve(pop)
In [6]: prob.plot(pop)
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Let’s now try generating the weight vectors with the GRID method

In [7]: alg = algorithm.pade(decomposition = problem.decompose.BI, weights=algorithm.pade.GRID)
In [8]: pop = population(prob,100)
In [9]: pop = alg.evolve(pop)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
ValueError Traceback (most recent call last)
<ipython-input-10-1eb0f083e7c3> in <module>()
----> 1 pop = alg.evolve(pop)

ValueError: /home/mambro/qtcreator_workspace/pagmo-code/src/algorithm/pade.cpp,183: Invalid population size. Select 91 or 105..

As we can see from the error message we cannot use any population size. The error message will suggest us the two
accepted values closer to the one we wanted. Let’s then choose 105.

In [10]: pop = population(prob,105)
In [11]: pop = alg.evolve(pop)
In [12]: prob.plot(pop)
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As we can see the front is much better spread. The only drawback of the GRID method is that we are not free to
choose any population size. To have a better spread than the one obtained with the RANDOM method but still be able
to choose any population size, we can use the LOW_DISCREPANCY method.

In [13]: alg = algorithm.pade(decomposition = problem.decompose.BI, weights=algorithm.pade.LOW_DISCREPANCY)
In [14]: pop = population(prob,100)
In [15]: pop = alg.evolve(pop)
In [16]: prob.plot(pop)
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We now introduce two more interesting features of PADE.

It is possible to choose which single-objective algorithm to use to solve each single-objective problem the original
problem is decomposed into, in the following way

In [1]: alg = algorithm.pade(solver = algorithm.jde(50))

Moreover, as said at the beginning of the tutorial, PADE solves the single-objective problems in parallel. It is possible
to set how many threads to run. This should be ideally equal to the number of logic cores available in the machine
which runs the code.

In [2]: alg = algorithm.pade(max_parallelism = 8)

3.3.3 Using NSGA-II, SPEA2 and NS-PSO

We will now introduce 3 more multi-objective optimization algorithms.

Let’s start with NSGA-II. NSGA-II is a non-dominated sorting based multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. It
generates offspring with crossover and mutation and select the next generation according to non-dominated sorting
and crowding distance comparison. As for PADE it is possible to solve a multi-objective optimization problem with
NSGA-II as follow
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In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: prob = problem.zdt(1)
In [3]: alg = algorithm.nsga_II()
In [4]: pop = population(prob, 100)
In [5]: pop = alg.evolve(pop)
In [6]: pop.plot_pareto_fronts()

It is possible to specify the number of generations to run the algorithm for, crossover and mutation probability as well
as the mutation and crossover distribution index, as follow

In [7] alg = algorithm.nsga_II(gen = 100, cr = 0.95, eta_c = 10, m = 0.01, eta_m = 50)

This will run the NSGA-II algorithms for 100 generations, with a crossover probability of 0.95, mutation probability
of 0.01, crossover distribution index of 10 and mutation distribution index of 50.

We now introduce NSPSO. Non-dominated Sorting Particle Swarm Optimizer (NSPSO) is a modified version of PSO
for multi-objective optimization. It extends the basic ideas of PSO by making a better use of personal bests and
offspring for non-dominated comparison. As for PSO it is possible to set:

• C1 and C2 (the magnitude of the force to apply towards respectively the personal best and the global best of a
particle)

• CHI the velocity scaling factor

• m_v_coeff the velocity coefficient (determining the maximum allowed particle velocity)

• minW and maxW which defines in which range the inertia weight will be adapted throughout the run.

Here we see how those parameters can be set when instantiating the algorithm

In [8]: alg = algorithm.nspso(gen = 10, minW = 0.4, maxW = 1.0, C1 = 2.0, C2 = 2.0, CHI = 1.0, v_coeff = 0.5)

NSPSO selects the global best for each particles among non-dominated particles. The non-dominated particles are
sorted according to one niching method (crowding distance, niche count or maxmin) and the leader is selected among
the best ones. The parameter leader_selection_range define which fraction of the non-dominated particles to consider
for selection as global best.

In the following code leader_selection_range is set to 20. That means that the global best for each particle is randomly
selected among the top 20% (according to the niching method) non-dominated individuals.

In [9]: alg = algorithm.nspso(leader_selection_range = 20)

It is possible to choose between 3 different niching methods: CROWDING DISTANCE, NICHE COUNT and
MAXMIN. This can be done as follow:

In [10]: alg = algorithm.nspso(diversity_mechanism = algorithm.nspso.CROWDING_DISTANCE)
In [11]: alg = algorithm.nspso(diversity_mechanism = algorithm.nspso.NICHE_COUNT)
In [12]: alg = algorithm.nspso(diversity_mechanism = algorithm.nspso.MAXMIN)

The last multi-objective optimization algorithm we introduce is SPEA2. In the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algo-
rithm (SPEA2) the quality of an individual is measured taking into consideration its pareto strength and its distance
to its K-th neighbour, where K = sqrt(pop size + archive size). It uses the same mutation and crossover operators of
NSGA-II, so as for the former it is possible to specify the number of generations to run the algorithm for, crossover
and mutation probability as well as the mutation and crossover distribution index, as follow.

In [13]: alg = algorithm.spea2(gen = 100, cr = 0.95, eta_c = 10, m = 0.01, eta_m = 50)

SPEA2 uses an external archive in which are stored the non dominated solutions found so far. The size of the archive
is kept constant throughout the run by mean of a truncation operator taking into consideration the distance of each
individual to its closest neighbours.
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It is possible to set the archive size in two ways. If archive_size is set to 0 (which is the default behaviour), then archive
size is adapted to be equal to the population which is evolving. In the following case, for example, the archive size
will be set equal to 100.

In [13]: alg = algorithm.spea2(archive_size = 0)
In [14]: pop = population(prob, 100)
In [15]: pop = alg.evolve(pop)

Otherwise it is possible to set the archive size to any size, up to the population size.

In [16]: alg = algorithm.spea2(archive_size = 20)

3.4 Hypervolumes with PyGMO

3.4.1 Getting started with hypervolumes

This tutorial will cover the features introduced by the hypervolume functionality of PyGMO. First, we will describe
how the user interface was designed and point out important notions that ought to be taken into account. Later, we will
give several examples in order to get you started with the basic hypervolume computations.

Hypervolume interface and construction

The main class used for the computation of the hypervolume indicator (also known as Lebesgue Measure or S-Metric)
and hypervolume contributions is the PyGMO.util.hypervolume class. You can import the hypervolume class using
the following:

from PyGMO.util import hypervolume
’hypervolume’ in dir() # Returns True

Since the computation of the hypervolume indicator and the hypervolume contributions are bound tightly to multi-
objective optimization, we provide two ways of constructing a hypervolume object. The first one uses the fitness
values of the individuals of a population for the input point set:

from PyGMO import *
from PyGMO.util import *

prob = problem.dtlz(prob_id = 2, k = 10, fdim = 3) # Construct DTLZ-2 problem with 3-dimensional fitness space
pop = population(prob, 50) # Construct the population object
hv = hypervolume(pop) # Construct the hypervolume object from the population object

Note: You need to reconstruct the hypervolume object if the fitness values of the population are changing. The point
set which is saved in the hypervolume object is not updated automatically.

The second way of construction uses an explicit representation of coordinates for the input point set:

from PyGMO.util import *

hv = hypervolume([[1,0],[0.5,0.5],[0,1]])

This type of construction is especially useful when you have an explicit geometry you want to analyze rather than
implicit coordinates by the fitness values of a population that rely on the objective function of the corresponding
problem.
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Computing the hypervolume indicator and hypervolume contributions

Before we give an overview of each hypervolume feature, let us discuss the assumptions we make regarding the
reference point and the input set of points to be valid:

1. We assume minimization in every dimension, that is, a reference point is required to be numerically larger or
equal in each objective, and strictly larger in at least one of them.

2. Although the hypervolume for one dimension is well defined mathematically, we require any input data to have
a matching dimension of at least 2, including the reference point.

PyGMO helps you with these assumptions as it performs checks upon construction and also before each computation
and will give you an error if your input set or your reference point does not fulfill these criteria. This check can be
turned off using

hv = hypervolume([ (1,0), (0.5,0.5), (0,1) ], verify=False)

For simplicity, we will use this simple 2-dimensional front as an example to show you the basic features of a hyper-
volume object:

from PyGMO.util import *

hv = hypervolume( ((1, 0), (0.5, 0.5), (0, 1), (1.5, 0.75)) )
ref_point = (2,2)
hv.compute(r=ref_point) # Returns 3.25 as an answer

We will refer to each point by it’s position on the x-axis, e.g. first point is the point (0,1), fourth point is (1.5, 0.75)
etc. The plot below shows you the overall geometry of the example with the reference point painted red.

Once the hypervolume object is created, it allows for the computation of the following figures:

1. compute - Returns the joint hypervolume of the set of points (S-Metric).

# hv and ref_point refer to the data above
hv.compute(r=ref_point) # Returns 3.25 as an answer

2. exclusive - Returns the exclusive hypervolume by the point at given index. The exclusive hypervolume
is defined as the part of the space dominated exclusively by one point and is also called its (hypervolume)
contribution.
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# hv and ref_point refer to the data above
hv.exclusive(1, r=ref_point) # Returns 0.25 as an answer
hv.exclusive(3, r=ref_point) # Returns 0.0 as an answer since point at index 3 (fourth from the left) is dominated

3. least_contributor - Returns the index of a point contributing the least to the hypervolume.

# hv and ref_point refer to the data above
hv.least_contributor(r=ref_point) # Returns 3 as an answer, since point at that index contributes no hypervolume

4. greatest_contributor - Returns the index of a point contributing the most to the hypervolume.

# hv and ref_point refer to the data above
hv.greatest_contributor(r=ref_point) # Returns either 0 or 2 as an answer

Note: In case of several least/greatest contributors, PyGMO returns only one contributor out of all candidates arbi-
trarily.

5. contributions - Returns a list of contributions for all points in the set. This returns the same results as the
successive call to the exclusive method for each of the points. Due to the implementation, calling contributions
once can be much faster (up to a linear factor) than computing all contributions separately by using exclusive.

# hv and ref_point refer to the data above
hv.contributions(r=ref_point) # Returns a tuple (0.5, 0.25, 0.5, 0.0)

Since all of the methods above require a reference point, it is often useful to generate one automatically:

6. get_nadir_point - Generates a point that is “worse” than any other point in each of the objectives. By
default, it generates a point whose objectives are maximal among each objective for the whole point set, called
the nadir point. Additionally, it is possible to provide an offset which is added to each coordinate of the nadir
point. Doing so is recommended since any point sharing the “worst” value for a given objective with the
reference point will contribute zero to the overall hypervolume otherwise.

This following short script presents all features mentioned above:

from PyGMO import *
from PyGMO.util import *

# Initiate a 4-objective problem
# and a population of 100 individuals
prob = problem.dtlz(prob_id=4, k = 12, fdim=4)
pop = population(prob, 100)

# Construct the hypervolume object
# and get the reference point off-setted by 10 in each objective
hv = hypervolume(pop)
ref_point = hv.get_nadir_point(10)

print hv.compute(ref_point)
print hv.exclusive(0, ref_point)
print hv.least_contributor(ref_point)
print hv.greatest_contributor(ref_point)
print hv.contributions(ref_point)

# Evolve the population some generations
algo = algorithm.sms_emoa(gen=2000)
pop = algo.evolve(pop)

# Compute the hypervolume indicator again.
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# This time we expect a higher value as SMS-EMOA evolves the population
# by trying to maximize the hypervolume indicator.
hv = hypervolume(pop)
print hv.compute(ref_point)

3.4.2 Advanced hypervolume computation and analysis

In this tutorial we will cover some more advanced topics regarding hypervolume computation and explain details on
the expected performance of the engine.

Computing hypervolume using a specific algorithm

PyGMO uses different algorithms for computing the hypervolume indicator and the hypervolume contributions. By
default it picks the algorithm which is expected to yield the fastest computation with respect to the dimensionality of
the given point-set. This selection can be bypassed by using an explicit hv_algorithm object as a parameter of the
corresponding method:

from PyGMO.util import hypervolume, hv_algorithm
hv = hypervolume([[1,0,1],[1,1,0],[-1,2,2]])
hv.compute(r=(5,)*3, algorithm=hv_algorithm.wfg())

The code above will compute the hypervolume indicator using the WFG algorithm, whereas

hv.compute(r=(5,)*3)

would use (by default) the hv3d algorithm, since it is expected to be faster for three dimensions.

Notice that the two names visible in the global scope that relate to hypervolume computations are hypervolume, which
is a class containing the easy user interface for computation, and the hv_algorithm, which contains specific implemen-
tations of various algorithms. The list of available algorithms can be easily obtained by executing the following in the
IPython session:

In [1]: from PyGMO.util import *
In [2]: hv_algorithm? # Will reveal the extended doc string of this method

As of yet, the list contains the following implementations:

1. hv2d

2. hv3d

3. hv4d

4. wfg

5. hoy

6. bf_approx

7. bf_fpras

You can get more information on the implementation of specific algorithm, its reference, limitations and assumptions
using the same ”?” feature of IPython, or in the Hypervolume section of the documentation.

In [1]: from PyGMO.util import *
In [2]: hv_algorithm.wfg? # Will reveal extended doc string of this method
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Note: Some algorithms may not provide certain functionalities, e.g.: hv4d algorithm which is designed
for efficient computation of 4-dimensional hypervolumes, supports only the “compute” method. When the
PyGMO.util.hypervolume object is initiated with 4-dimensional list of points, and the computation of any of the ex-
clusive contribution features is requested, it is actually the PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.wfg algorithm handles it. Under
no circumstances PyGMO.util.hypervolume object will use any of the approximated algorithms, so the only way to
use them is by the explicit request.

We will discuss the details on the approximated hypervolume in the tutorial Approximating the hypervolume. This
tutorial will focus only on the exact methods.

Runtime analysis of the hypervolume computation

We have gathered a wide range of algorithms to choose from when in need to compute hypervolumes. We utilize this
fact to provide users with an efficient computation engine that will most likely pick the fastest algorithm on default.
During the course of the experiment, we have measured the practical capabilities of our engine for fronts with varying
Front size (number of points) and Dimension.

Note: The obtained results are specific to the hardware and the architecture of the computer on which these experi-
ments were executed. Main idea of the plots in this and the following tutorials is to present the relative scaling of the
execution time for various settings of Front size and Dimension.

The results are shown below:
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The first plot above shows the running time (average of 10 fronts per given combination of Front size and
Dimension) of computing the front of a DTLZ-2 problem. Plot below, the worst case scenario (maximal time
of 10 runs for given Front size and Dimension). The Z axis as well as the color indicate the execution time in
seconds. As you can see, computation of the hypervolume of 100 points and below is pretty fast, even when facing
a 10-dimensional problem. When you’re designing your own experiment, be wary that the worst case complexity of
hypervolume algorithms is exponential.

Although the hypervolume indicator is a very common quality indicator for pareto fronts, many multiple-objective
optimizers require a slightly different figure that evaluates the quality of a given individual within the population. This
is resolved by computing the exclusive contribution of a given individual to the population, and in most cases boils
down to eliminating the individual that contributes the least. For that reason, we would also want to make sure that the
least_contributor method is efficient, which resulted in the following experiment:
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The increase in the execution time is progressing in a strikingly similar fashion, yet the Z axis is now scaled by a
factor of 10. This data is especially crucial if you want to use the SMS-EMOA algorithm, which is based on iterative
computations of the current least contributor.

Algorithm comparison

In this section we will present a quick comparison of the available algorithms, which will support our choice for the
default set of algorithms. Since in many cases, multiple objective problems are either 2 or 3-dimensional, it was
important to have a dedicated algorithm for each of these scenarios. At the moment, there are five exact algorithms in
PyGMO, three of which are dedicated for certain dimensions:

1. PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv2d

2. PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv3d

3. PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv4d

4. PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.wfg

5. PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hoy

As of yet, PyGMO contains two general purpose algorithms - WFG (by the Walking Fish Group) and HOY (Hyper-
volume by Overmars and Yap). We have measured the empirical effectiveness of both algorithms on multiple fronts,
and we have noted a significant difference in the running time in favor of the WFG. For that reason, WFG is the
default general purpose algorithm in PyGMO. Since HOY is a fairly known and tested algorithm, it was useful to keep
it as a reference, but it is currently never used by default. Be aware that its performance, especially for 7 and more
dimensions, is most likely far worse than that of WFG.

Even though WFG is regarded one of the state of the art algorithms for hypervolume computation, several algorithms
specific to lower dimensions have been derived as well. We will show that dedicated algorithms for 2, 3 and 4
dimensions do in fact perform better than the general purpose ones in terms of running time. Since current version of
WFG progresses through dimension slicing, it stops once it obtains a 2-dimensional subproblem. In this case, WFG
delegates the computation to the PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv2d algorithm. For that reason it is pointless to measure
its efficiency against direct execution of PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv2d. As for the latter, certain measurements were
done to obtain the following comparisons of WFG (also for the variant in which we slice back to 3-dimensional front)
and the dedicated algorithms:
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It is clear that the dedicated algorithms for 3 and 4 dimensions perform better than WFG.

Short summary of algorithms

We have used the kind of experiments above to derive the default interface of the hypervolume engine. For more
information on which method is called by default, refer to the table below:

hypervolume method 2D 3D 4D 5D and up
compute hv2d hv3d hv4d wfg
contribution-based* hv2d hv3d wfg wfg

contribution-based* - The following methods are considered contribution-based: exclusive,
least_contributor, greatest_contributor, contributions
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For the information on what method is supported by given hypervolume algorithm, refer to the table below:

hv_algorithm compute exclusive least_contributor greatest_contributor contributions
hv2d Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
hv3d Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
hv4d Yes No No No No
wfg Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
hoy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
bf_approx No No Yes Yes No
bf_fpras Yes No No No No

Pushing efficiency further

Since the computation of the hypervolume is a computationally expensive operation, we pay special attention to resolve
this task as efficient as possible. By default, PyGMO.util.hypervolume object will verify the input data to make sure
they meet the criteria pointed out at the beginning of this tutorial. Also, in order to preserve the internal representation
of the points intact, before doing any computation a copy of the original set of points is made. These precautions are
not always necessary.

In order to turn off the verification of the input data, you can instantiate the hypervolume object in the following way:

# Assuming that ’pop’ is an instance of the PyGMO.population
# Points created from the individuals will not be verified
# also, any further computation will bypass the verification of input (reference point)
hv = hypervolume(pop, verify=False)

Additionally, a getter/setter is available as well:

# Assuming that ’hv’ is an instance of the PyGMO.util.hypervolume
hv.set_verify(False)
print hv.get_verify()
ref_point = hv.get_nadir_point(1.0)
print hv.compute(r=ref_point) # Warning: Will not verify the ref_point!

Note: The only way to bypass the verification of the set of points is through the flag in the constructor.

Another feature that can be disabled to improve runtime is the copying of points. This is possible via the following
set-method:

# Assuming that ’hv’ is an instance of the PyGMO.util.hypervolume
hv.set_copy_points(False)
print hv.get_copy_points()

ref_point = hv.get_nadir_point(1.0)
hv.compute(r=ref_point)
hv.compute(r=ref_point) # Warning: Unexpected behavior, internal representation of points might have been altered!

Warning: Bypassing the copying of points will most likely lead to the alteration of the internal representation of
points. This has its benefits only when the hypervolume object is to be treated as a single use instance. We strongly
discourage using the hypervolume object more than once when copying was disabled.

Bonus

An additional small trick you can employ for your own experiments is pulling only the first front from the population
object, which will speed up the computation of the hypervolume indicator as long as there are dominated points in
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your input:

from PyGMO import *
from PyGMO.util import *
prob = problem.dtlz(prob_id=7, fdim=6)
pop = population(prob, 100)

hv = hypervolume(pop)
ref_point = hv.get_nadir_point(1.0)
print hv.compute(r=ref_point)

# Code below may yield the same result faster
hv2 = hypervolume([pop[i].cur_f for i in pop.compute_pareto_fronts()[0]])
print hv2.compute(r=ref_point)

Warning: Be cautious about employing this trick when computing any hypervolume contribution! In most cases,
the dominated points are relevant to the exclusive contributions of the points from the first front. Also, the indexing
of the points will not reflect the indices of the individuals anymore (unless you store them first).

3.4.3 Approximating the hypervolume

Determining the hypervolume indicator is a computationally expensive task. Even in case of a reasonably small
dimension and low number of points (e.g. 100 points in 10 dimensions), there are currently no known algorithms that
can yield the results fast enough for most multiple-objective optimizers.

In this tutorial we will show a way to compute the hypervolume indicator faster, but at the cost of accuracy. Two
algorithms found in PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm are capable of computing the hypervolume approximately:

1. PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.bf_fpras - capable of approximating the hypervolume indicator

2. PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.bf_approx - capable of approximating the least and the greatest contributor

Note: PyGMO.util.hypervolume object will never delegate the computation to any of the approximated algorithms.
The only way to use the approximated algorithms is through the explicit request (see the beginning of the tutorial
Advanced hypervolume computation and analysis for more information on how to do that).

FPRAS

Algorithm PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.bf_fpras found in PyGMO is a Fully Polynomial-Time Randomized Approxi-
mation Scheme accustomed for the computation of the hypervolume indicator. You can invoke the FPRAS by creating
an instance of the hv_algorithm:

from PyGMO import *
from PyGMO.util import *
prob = problem.dtlz(prob_id = 3, fdim=10)
pop = population(prob, 100)
fpras = hv_algorithm.bf_fpras(eps=0.1, delta=0.1)
hv = hypervolume(pop)
ref = hv.get_nadir_point(1.0)
hv.compute(ref, algorithm=fpras) # Will compute the approximated hypervolume

To influence the accuracy of the FPRAS, it is possible to provide the following keyword arguments to its constructor:

1. eps - relative accuracy of the approximation

2. delta - probability of error
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For given parameters eps=eps0 and delta=delta0, the obtained solution is (with probability 1 - delta0) within a factor
of 1 +/- eps0 from the exact hypervolume.

Note: The smaller the eps and delta, the longer it will take for the algorithm to evaluate.

By the relative error, we mean the scenario in which the approximation is accurate within given order of magnitude,
e.g. 312.32 and 313.41, are accurate within eps = 0.1, because they are accurate within two orders of magnitude. At
the same time, these are NOT accurate within eps = 0.01.

Running time

Plot below presents the measured running time (average and MAX out of 10) of FPRAS for varying Front size
and Dimension. The algorithm was instantiated with eps=0.1 and delta=0.1. Notice the lack of any exponential
increase in time as the dimension increases.
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Since FPRAS scales so well with the dimension size, let us present a more extreme example of fronts for which we
again will measure the execution time:

Now, that is quite a feat! A front of 1000 points in 100 dimensions is beyond the reach of the algorithms that rely on
the exact computation.

Approximation of the least contributor

Additionally to FPRAS, PyGMO provides an approximated algorithm dedicated for the computation of the
least/greatest contributor. This is useful when we want to utilize evolutionary algorithms which rely on that feature,
especially when the problems has many objectives.
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from PyGMO import *
from PyGMO.util import *
# Problem with 30 objectives and 300 individuals
prob = problem.dtlz(prob_id = 3, fdim=30)
pop = population(prob, 300)

alg = hv_algorithm.bf_approx(eps=0.1, delta=0.1)
hv = hypervolume(pop)
ref = hv.get_nadir_point(1.0)
hv.least_contributor(ref, algorithm=alg) # Will compute the approximated least contributor

Note: Algorithm bf_approx provides only two features - computation of the least and the greatest contributor. Request
for the computation of any other measure will raise and exception.

3.4.4 Migration based on hypervolume contribution

In this tutorial we will cover some migration strategies that are based on the hypervolume computation. There are in
total 4 migration policies which are based on the hypervolume feature.

1. PyGMO.migration.hv_greedy_s_policy

2. PyGMO.migration.hv_greedy_r_policy

3. PyGMO.migration.hv_best_s_policy

4. PyGMO.migration.hv_fair_r_policy

For more information on migration policies, please visit the corresponding documentation page on Migration.

Code below establishes an archipelago with the SMS-EMOA algorithm, using the
PyGMO.migration.hv_best_s_policy and PyGMO.migration.hv_fair_r_policy. As a comparison, the random
migration policies PyGMO.migration.random_s_policy and PyGMO.migration.random_r_policy are also employed
for the task.

from PyGMO import *
from PyGMO.util import *

def run_evolution(islands, prob):
"""
Creates archipelago and proceeds with the evolution
"""

# Create the archipelago, and push the islands
arch = archipelago(topology=topology.fully_connected())
for isl in islands:

arch.push_back(isl)

# Evolve for 130 steps
n_steps = 130
for s in xrange(n_steps):

print "Evolving archipelago, step %d/%d" % (s, n_steps)
arch.evolve(1)

# Merge all populations across the islands together
pop = population(prob)
for isl in arch:

for ind in isl.population:
pop.push_back(ind.cur_x)
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print "Final P-Distance: ", prob.p_distance(pop)
prob.plot(pop)

def main():
# Set up problem as DTLZ-3 with 3 objectives and the algorithm as SMS-EMOA
prob = problem.dtlz(prob_id=3, fdim=3)
alg = algorithm.sms_emoa(gen = 100)

# Construct the hv_best/fair migration policies
s_pol = migration.hv_best_s_policy(0.15, migration.rate_type.fractional)
r_pol = migration.hv_fair_r_policy(0.15, migration.rate_type.fractional)

# Construct the random policies
r_s_pol = migration.random_s_policy(0.15, migration.rate_type.fractional)
r_r_pol = migration.random_r_policy(0.15, migration.rate_type.fractional)

# Set up the archipelago
n_islands = 16
n_individuals = 64

# Create and evolve the archipelago using the hypervolume-based migration policies
isls_hv = [island(alg, prob, n_individuals, s_policy=s_pol, r_policy=r_pol) for i in xrange(n_islands)]
run_evolution(isls_hv, prob)

# Create and evolve the archipelago using the random migration policies
isls_rnd = [island(alg, prob, n_individuals, s_policy=r_s_pol, r_policy=r_r_pol) for i in xrange(n_islands)]
run_evolution(isls_rnd, prob)

if __name__ == "__main__":
main()

Note: You can save the code above, and execute it by issuing the following in the command line: python tutorial.py
(assuming the first argument is the name of the file).

After 130 evolutionary steps, the first scenario produces a population which has converged to a solution not far from the
true pareto front. The plot below is a result of the evolution of an archipelago using the hypervolume-based migration
policies:
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In case of the random migration policies, the individuals are still far from the optimal front, which suggests that the
hypervolume-based migration policies might have helped in the establishing of the good solution. Plot below is a
result of the evolution of an archipelago using the random migration policies:
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How does the migration work ?

We owe you an explanation on what had happened behind the curtains of that archipelago migration. A main advantage
of evolving an archipelago are the occasional migrations: individuals spreading from one island to a neighbouring
island. The island to which the individuals have travelled is able to pick and choose the newly arrived immigrants, and
use the information stored in their chromosome to advance the evolution further.

Hypervolume computation plays a significant role in establishing the best subset of individuals (these are the candi-
dates for emigration), as well as the worst subset (which may be replaced by available set of immigrants). In our
example, the selection and replacement of individuals by using the hypervolume allows a faster convergence (= less
function evaluations) towards the Pareto-front than the random migration strategy.

Hypervolume-based selection policy

Let us assume an island with 10 individuals. We want to determine a set of 4 emigrants (outgoing individuals). First
step is computing the contributions of each individual according to some valid reference point. After this we select
the 4 individuals that contributed the most. The plot on the left visualizes the computed exclusive contributions of 10
individuals. On the right are the same individuals ordered ascending by their contribution. The last four individuals in
this ordering are selected for migration.
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This example describes almost exactly what happens in PyGMO.migration.hv_best_s_policy. The main difference
in what hypervolume-based “best” policy does is that it computes the contributions per-front, starting from the first
one, opposed to compute the contributions for the whole population in a single call. This is mainly a precaution for
selecting the best emigrants possible in the early stages of the algorithm, when we expect several different fronts.
Since the points with higher front ranks are dominated (and thus having a contribution of zero) we could not give a
preference beyond the individuals of the first front for selection.

To avoid this problem, we first compute the contributions among the individuals in the first front. If there are more
individuals requested as available in the first front, we remove it temporarily from the population, recompute contri-
butions of the population and continue to fill up the list of emigrants with the greatest contributors from the original
second front and so on. This process continues until we have selected the requested number of emigrants.

Although the general idea of PyGMO.migration.hv_greedy_s_policy is the same, there is one main difference. Instead
of computing the contributions of all individuals at once (see PyGMO.util.hypervolume.contributions), we iteratively
compute the single greatest contributor (see PyGMO.util.hypervolume.greatest_contributor). After the greatest con-
tributor was found, we temporarily remove it from the population (which most likely will change the contributions
from other points) and compute the new greatest contributor to select the second emigrant and so on.

Hypervolume-based replacement policy

The hypervolume replacement policies work in a similar fashion, except this time the least contributing is-
landers are computed and replaced by the highest contributing immigrants, if any. The plot on the left
visualizes a population of 10 islanders (green) merged together with 5 immigrants (blue). In this set
of 15 individuals, we determine the 5 least contributors, either by computing all contributions at once
(PyGMO.migration.hv_fair_r_policy) or iteratively (PyGMO.migration.hv_greedy_r_policy) by removing each least
contributor (PyGMO.util.hypervolume.least_contributor) once it was established. The plot on the right visualizes the
ordered population, out of which 5 least contributors were selected. Since there are 3 islanders in the set of 5 least
contributors, it is possible to make 3 fair replacements: 3 discarded islanders (crossed-over bar) with 3 non-discarded
immigrants.
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Note: The per-front policy also applies here. Least contributors are established first from the last front of the
population, progressing upwards to the individuals in the first front.

Before we merge immigrants and islanders, there is a preprocessing step where duplicated individuals are filtered out.
If a given immigrant is already on the island, we would like to make sure it is not added to the population to avoid
unnecessary computations. If this happens, the immigrant is no longer considered as a candidate for replacing an
islander and gets discarded.

3.4.5 Using hypervolumes in your own algorithm

In this tutorial we will show how to use the hypervolume features in your own custom evolutionary algorithms. If you
haven’t already, we suggest getting familiar with the tutorial Adding a new algorithm.

As it is often the case in the tutorials, we will present a fairly simple MOO algorithm, which we would not expect to
be particularly good.

from PyGMO import *
from PyGMO.util import *
import random

class my_hv_moo_alg(algorithm.base):
"""
A custom steady-state algorithm, based on the hypervolume computation.
"""

def __init__(self, gen = 10, p_m = 0.02):
"""
Constructs an instance of the algorithm.

USAGE: my_hv_moo_alg(gen=10, p_m=0.02)

NOTE: Evolves the population using the least contributor feature.

* gen: number of generations
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* p_m: probability of mutation
"""
#We start calling the base constructor
super(my_hv_moo_alg,self).__init__()
# Store the number of generations
self.__gen = gen
self.__p_m = p_m

# Performs a very simple crossover step
def cross(self, ind1, ind2):

x1 = ind1.cur_x
x2 = ind2.cur_x
return tuple(random.choice((x1[i], x2[i],)) for i in xrange(len(x1)))

# Gaussian mutation
def mutate(self, x, lb, ub):

# Implementation of the Gaussian operator
def _g_op(i):

return min(max(random.gauss(x[i], (ub[i]-lb[i]) * 0.1), lb[i]), ub[i])

# Condition for the mutation to happen
def _rnd_mut():

return random.random() < self.__p_m

return tuple(_g_op(i) if _rnd_mut() else x[i] for i in xrange(len(x)))

# Evolve method
def evolve(self, pop):

#If the population is empty (i.e. no individuals) nothing happens
if len(pop) == 0:

return pop

#The algorithm now starts manipulating the population
prob = pop.problem
lb, ub = prob.lb, prob.ub
for s in range(self.__gen):

# Initiate new individual by a crossover of two random individuals
idx1 = random.randint(0, len(pop) - 1)
idx2 = (idx1 + random.randint(0, len(pop) - 2)) % len(pop)
ind1 = pop[idx1]
ind2 = pop[idx2]

new_x = self.mutate(self.cross(ind1, ind2), lb, ub)
#new_x = self.cross(ind1, ind2)
pop.push_back(new_x)

# Remove the least contributor
hv = hypervolume(pop)
ref_point = hv.get_nadir_point(1.0)
lc_idx = hv.least_contributor(ref_point)

pop.erase(lc_idx)
return pop

def get_name(self):
return "Custom HV-based MOO"
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def main():
prob = problem.dtlz(2)
alg = my_hv_moo_alg(gen = 100, p_m=0.02)
pop = population(prob, 100)
# Establish a constant reference point, so the increase is noticed
ref_point = (3000,) * 3
for _ in xrange(100):

pop = alg.evolve(pop)
print "P-Distance: %.5f, Hypervolume: %.5f" % (prob.p_distance(pop), hypervolume(pop).compute(ref_point))

prob.plot(pop)

if __name__ == "__main__":
main()

You can copy the whole code above and save it as a python script (e.g. my_alg.py), this way you can execute it
yourself by issuing the following in the command line: python my_alg.py.

The algorithm does the following in the evolve method:

1. Establish a new individual by performing a very simple crossover on two random individuals

2. Apply the Gaussian mutation operator

3. Push the newly obtained vector to the population

4. Establish the least contributor using the PyGMO.util.hypervolume object

5. Remove the least contributor from the population

Script above should produce an output similar to the one below:

P-Distance: 0.77281, Hypervolume: 26999518559.47130
P-Distance: 0.66491, Hypervolume: 26999704053.34119
P-Distance: 0.51330, Hypervolume: 26999704183.90998
.
.
.
P-Distance: 0.00026, Hypervolume: 26999999999.42529
P-Distance: 0.00026, Hypervolume: 26999999999.42529
P-Distance: 0.00024, Hypervolume: 26999999999.42531

We can observe an improvement over the consecutive generations both in the distance to the Pareto front (P-Distance)
and the hypervolume indicator itself. The result of the script should be a plot similar to the one below:
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Custom algorithms can also be used in the archipelago evolution. For this, we will employ the information from the
previous tutorial Migration based on hypervolume contribution. Substitute the main() method in the script above
with the following experiment, which will initiate an archipelago with our custom algorithm on-board.

def main():
prob = problem.dtlz(2)
alg = my_hv_moo_alg(gen = 100, p_m=0.02)
#alg = sms_emoa(gen = 100)

# Initiate the migration policies
s_pol = migration.hv_best_s_policy(0.1, migration.rate_type.fractional)
r_pol = migration.hv_fair_r_policy(0.1, migration.rate_type.fractional)

# Set up the archipelago
n_islands = 16
n_individuals = 64
arch = archipelago(topology=topology.fully_connected())
islands = [island(alg, prob, n_individuals, s_policy=s_pol, r_policy=r_pol) for i in xrange(n_islands)]
for i in islands:

arch.push_back(i)

# Evolve
n_steps = 20
for s in xrange(n_steps):

print "Evolving archipelago, step %d/%d" % (s, n_steps)
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arch.evolve(1)

# Merge all populations across the islands together
pop = population(prob)
for isl in arch:

for ind in isl.population:
pop.push_back(ind.cur_x)

print "Final P-Distance: ", prob.p_distance(pop)
prob.plot(pop)

The execution of the script should result in a plot similar to the one below:

3.5 Dealing with constraints in PyGMO

3.5.1 Death penalty

Death penalty is a static penalty constraints handling technique: individuals that are not satisfying the constraints are
penalized with a huge constraint value. The technique assumes minimization and it can be applyed to both single
and multi-objective constrained problems. In this tutorial we will learn how to use this specific constraints handling
technique using PaGMO/PyGMO.
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Method

The death penalty technique is implemented through a meta-problem. In our case, the meta-problem takes a con-
strained problem, removes its constraints and penalizes the original objective function value with a factor that is a
measure of the point infeasibility. The derived meta-problem can then be solved by any optimization algorithm for
unconstrained optimization.

In PaGMO/PyGMO, two different death penalty techniques are implemented. The first one is the simple death
penalty method where infeasibility is penalized assigning to the objective value the maximum machine-finite value
[boost::numeric::bounds<double>::highest()]. The second one is the Kuri technique where the same penalization
value is applyed according to a rate of constraints satisfaction.

Application

The problem considered here is the problem g04 from the Congress on Evolutionary Computation 2006 (CEC2006).
This problem has a quadratic objective function with six non linear inequality constraints. In the optimum two con-
straints are active.

To solve this problem two heuristic techniques are used: the Differential Evolution (DE) and the Simple Genetic
Algorithm (SGA). The population size is 70 and 5000 generations are performed, which gives a total number of
functions evaluation equal to 350000. These parameters can be set as preferred in the constructor of problem and
algorithms. To get statistical meaning 25 runs are performed per each algorithm and mean objective value, the best
optimum found and the standard deviation are computed.

The code is very explicit by itself. Copy it to a file named run.py in example, and run this file with python.

from PyGMO import *
from numpy import *

n_trials = 25
pop_size = 70
n_gen = 5000

prob_cec = problem.cec2006(4)

prob_list = []
prob_list.append(problem.death_penalty(prob_cec,problem.death_penalty.method.SIMPLE))
prob_list.append(problem.death_penalty(prob_cec,problem.death_penalty.method.KURI))

print(’\n-----------------------------’)
print(’\nOriginal problem: ’)
print(prob_cec)
print(’\nMeta-problem 0: ’)
print(prob_list[0])
print(’\n-----------------------------’)
print(’\nBest decision vector: ’ + str(prob_cec.best_x[0]) )
print(’\nBest fitness: ’ + str(prob_cec.best_f[0]) )
print(’\n-----------------------------’)

algo_list = [algorithm.de(gen = n_gen, xtol=1e-30, ftol=1e-30), algorithm.sga(gen = n_gen)]

print(’\nTrials: ’ + str(n_trials) + ’ - Population size: ’ + str(pop_size) + ’ - Generations: ’ + str(n_gen))

for prob in prob_list:
print(’\n-----------------------------’)
print(’\nTesting problem: ’ + prob.get_name() + ’ with population size: ’ + str(pop_size) )
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for algo in algo_list:
print(’\n’ + str(algo))
best = []
best_x = []
for i in range(0,n_trials):

isl = island(algo,prob,pop_size)
isl.evolve(1)
isl.join()
if prob_cec.feasibility_x(isl.population.champion.x):

best.append(isl.population.champion.f)
best_x.append(isl.population.champion.x)

print(’ Best:\t’ + str(min(best)[0]))
print(’ Mean:\t’ + str(mean(best)))
print(’ Std:\t’ + str(std(best)))

print(’ Example of found x:\t’ + str(best_x[0]))
print(’ Example of found constraints:\t’ + str(prob_cec.compute_constraints((best_x[0]))))

In this example, we have used two different meta-problems one for each death penalty techniques, both contained
in the prob_list variable. By looking at the output given by the original problem and the first meta problem, it is
important to see that the original constrained problem output has 6 constraints while the meta-problem doens’t have
any as expected.

If run directly into python, you would get the following output:

Out[1]:
-----------------------------

Original problem:
Problem name: CEC2006 - g4

Global dimension: 5
Integer dimension: 0
Fitness dimension: 1
Constraints dimension: 6
Inequality constraints dimension: 6
Lower bounds: [78, 33, 27, 27, 27]
Upper bounds: [102, 45, 45, 45, 45]
Constraints tolerance: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

Meta-problem:
Problem name: CEC2006 - g4 [death_penalty, method_SIMPLE ]

Global dimension: 5
Integer dimension: 0
Fitness dimension: 1
Constraints dimension: 0
Inequality constraints dimension: 0
Lower bounds: [78, 33, 27, 27, 27]
Upper bounds: [102, 45, 45, 45, 45]
Constraints tolerance: []

Constraints handled with death penalty, method SIMPLE

-----------------------------

Best decision vector: (78.0, 33.0, 29.9952560256816, 45.0, 36.77581290578821)
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Best fitness: (-30665.538671783317,)

-----------------------------
Trials: 25 - Population size: 70 - Generations: 3000
-----------------------------

Testing problem: CEC2006 - g4 [death_penalty, method_SIMPLE ] with population size: 70

Algorithm name: Differential Evolution - gen:3000 F: 0.8 CR: 0.9 variant:2 ftol:1e-30 xtol:1e-30
Best: -30665.5386718
Mean: -30665.5386718
Std: 3.8500748794e-12
Example of found x: (78.0, 33.0, 29.99525602568156, 44.99999999999992, 36.775812905788335)
Example of found constraints: (0.0, -92.0, -11.159499691073108, -8.840500308926892, -5.0, 0.0)

Algorithm name: A Simple Genetic Algorithm - gen:3000 CR:0.95 M:0.02 elitism:1 mutation:GAUSSIAN (0.1) selection:ROULETTE crossover:EXPONENTIAL
Best: -30645.1250077
Mean: -30602.5590724
Std: 74.4327472986
Example of found x: (78.01739822664655, 33.14346829880361, 30.306842224157915, 44.81436783797341, 36.06696016578172)
Example of found constraints: (-0.09005427354273365, -91.90994572645727, -11.213189038009048, -8.786810961990952, -4.999961858160862, -3.814183913775082e-05)

-----------------------------

Testing problem: CEC2006 - g4 [death_penalty, method_KURI ] with population size: 70

Algorithm name: Differential Evolution - gen:3000 F: 0.8 CR: 0.9 variant:2 ftol:1e-30 xtol:1e-30
Best: -30665.5386718
Mean: -30665.5386718
Std: 4.05108175097e-12
Example of found x: (78.0, 33.0, 29.99525602568155, 44.99999999999988, 36.77581290578837)
Example of found constraints: (0.0, -92.0, -11.15949969107308, -8.84050030892692, -5.0, 0.0)

Algorithm name: A Simple Genetic Algorithm - gen:3000 CR:0.95 M:0.02 elitism:1 mutation:GAUSSIAN (0.1) selection:ROULETTE crossover:EXPONENTIAL
Best: -30659.9680031
Mean: -30616.4063446
Std: 28.812620113
Example of found x: (78.04964811877262, 33.07572602463478, 30.150381195899435, 44.965160220602215, 36.46285810358295)
Example of found constraints: (-0.03509668936189314, -91.9649033106381, -11.170496308902116, -8.829503691097884, -4.989167173895257, -0.010832826104742566)

This example shows that the Differential Algorithm with both the simple and the Kuri death penalty methods converges
to the best known decision vector. Furthermore, it is noticeable that on this case, the Differential Evolution algorithm
outperforms the Simple Genetic Algorithm.

Please note that, from the literature, it is stated that the death penalty constraints handling method is not well suited
to solve highly constrained problems or problems with equality constraints. Indeed if at initialization no feasible
individuals are present, all the individuals will have assigned the same penalty value and the algorithm will have no
preferible direction to follow and will proceeds just with random tentatives.

3.5.2 Multi-objective transformation

The multi-objective transformation is a technique to solve constrained problem by transforming the initial single (or
multi) objective constrained problem into a multi-objective unconstrained problem with the number of objectives equal
to the sum of the number of objectives and the number of constraints. In this tutorial, we are going to solve a single
objective constrained problem using this technique.
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Method

The multi-objective transformation consists in treating each constraints of a constrained optimization problem as
objectives of a multi-objective problem, the first objective(s) being the cost function(s) itself. Three different imple-
mentation of this method are available in PaGMO/PyGMO.

The first one called OBJ_CSTRS splits all the constraints into different objectives, generating a problem with nobj+m
objectives (where nobj is the number of objectives and m is the number of constraints). The transformation adopted
is the one of Coello Coello in the CHVEGA algorithm where the nobj+j objective is the j-th constraints violation
(if the j-th constraint is violated), otherwise it is the overall number of violated constraints, otherwise if the solution
is feasible it is the aggregation of the objectives. This formulation makes sense if the multiobjective algorithm is
based on a population decomposition according to the different objectives as VEGA or PADE. The second one called
OBJ_CSTRSVIO has nobj+1 objectives, the first nobj are the objective functions to be optimized and the last objective
is the sum of the constraints violations. The third methodology has nobj+2 objectives, the first nobj are the objective
functions, the second is the sum of inequality constraints violation and the third one is the sum of equality constraints
violation.

In all cases, when a constraint is satisfied, the associated objective is either a measure of the number of the violated
constraints, if at least one constraint is violated, or the objective function by itself. That way, each objectives commonly
helps to reduce the number of constraints violation to find feasible solutions.

Application

The problem considered here is the problem g04 from the Congress on Evolutionary Computation 2006 (CEC2006).
This problem has a quadratic objective function with six non linear inequality constraints. In the optimum two con-
straints are active.

To solve it, in PaGMO/PyGMO, the meta-problem that modifies the original constrained problem into a multi-objective
one is used. Then a multi-objective optimizer called VEGA is used to solve it. This optimizer is a simple extention
of simple genetic algorithm to solve multi-objective algorithms. The population considered is composed by 280
individulas (40 individuals per objectives: (6+1) * 40 = 280 since VEGA equally divides the original population into
a number of subpopulations equal to the number of objectives).

Step by step, the PyGMO library is imported and the populations size and the number of generation for the algorithm
are initialized.

In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: pop_size = 280
In [3]: n_gen = 500

Then the problem, the meta-problem (using the first methodology OBJ_CSTRS) and the algorithm are created.

In [4]: prob = problem.cec2006(4)
In [5]: prob_mo = problem.con2mo(prob,problem.con2mo.method.OBJ_CSTRS)
In [6]: algo_mo = algorithm.vega(gen = n_gen)

The next step consists in creating the population and evolving it.

In [7]: pop = population(prob_mo, pop_size)
In [8]: pop = algo_mo.evolve(pop)

From that point, the obtained solutions can be printed.

In [9]: print(pop.champion.x)
In [10]: print(prob.objfun(pop.champion.x))
In [11]: print(prob.compute_constraints(pop.champion.x))
Out [1]:
(78.09947909827132, 33.30065259242254, 30.894527032856043, 44.013876005779935, 35.07762608948753)
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(-30476.229905572058,)
(-0.2613258099525382, -91.73867419004746, -11.284338550618045, -8.715661449381955, -4.980246388885227, -0.019753611114772696)

The solution found by this algorithm is close to the optimum value:

In [12: print(prob.best_x)
In [13]: print(prob.best_f)
In [14]: print(prob.best_c)
Out [2]:
((78.0, 33.0, 29.9952560256816, 45.0, 36.77581290578821),)
((-30665.538671783317,),)
((0.0, -92.0, -11.159499691073137, -8.840500308926863, -4.9999999999999964, -3.552713678800501e-15),)

Due to the stochastic behavior of the algorithm in a single run it might not converge to the exact optimum. We invite
you to play with the population size and the number of generations to see the behavior of this constraints handling
technique.

3.5.3 Self-adaptive penalty

The self-adaptive penalty is a method to handle constraints in optimization problems. It is an adaptive penalty method
where the penalization factor is computed dynamically according to the individuals in the population at the current
generation. In this tutorial, it is explained how to solve a single objective constrained problem using the self-adaptive
technique.

Method

The self-adaptive method is a part of what is called adaptive penalty methods for constrained optimization. The idea is
to penalize in term of cost function the infeasible individuals. Minimization is assumed in the design of the algorithm.

The infeasibility measure is computed through a two-stage penalty approach. The first stage applies just if there is one
or more infeasible solution in the population that has a lower, hence potentially better, objective function value than the
best feasible solution in the population. The penalty is hence applied to all the infeasible solutions in the population
according to the relative order of infeasibility, in such a way that the solution with a high infeasibility rate but a low
objective function has a fitness value close to the one of the best individual in the population. This is to avoid the
elimination of infeasible solutions potentially close to the real optimum. The second stage penalizes exponentially all
the infeasible individual according to their infeasibility rate and a scaling factor that is a measure, in the fitness space,
of the distance between the infeasible solution with the lower objective and the individual in the population with the
highest objective function.

The aim of the technique is not to reject completely individuals that are not totally feasible, or in other words that
slightly violate some of the constraints. The actual implementation of the self-adaptive method in PaGMO/PyGMO
is based on population fitness evaluation modification that adapts at each algorithm generation. The main advantages
of this techniques are that it does not require parameter tuning and can be used also without a feasible solution in the
initial population.

Application

The problem considered here is the problem g01 from the Congress on Evolutionary Computation 2006 (CEC2006).
This problem has a quadratic objective function with nine linear inequality constraints. In the optimum six constraints
are active.

To solve it, a simple genetic algorithm with Gray encoding has been used in the meta-algorithm defined by the con-
straints handling technique described above. The meta-algorithm wraps the original algorithm that was only dedicated
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to solve unconstrained problems. It assignes to the population a modified problem that performes the adaptive penal-
ization. In the example 70 individuals are considered into the population.

Step by step, the PyGMO library is imported and the populations size and the number of generation for the algorithm
are initialized.

In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: pop_size = 70
In [3]: n_gen = 20000

Then the problem is created, a corresponding population randomly initialized and the genetic algorithm instantiated.

In [4]: prob = problem.cec2006(1)
In [5]: pop = population(prob,pop_size)
In [6]: algo = algorithm.sga_gray(gen=1,cr=0.9,m=0.004,elitism=0,mutation=algorithm.sga_gray.mutation.UNIFORM,selection=algorithm.sga_gray.selection.ROULETTE,crossover=algorithm.sga_gray.crossover.SINGLE_POINT)

In this example the genetic algorithm has a crossover probability of 90%, a mutation probability of 0.4%. Furthermore,
it uses a uniform mutation, a roulette selection and a single point crossover. For more details on this algorithm, please
refer to its documentation.

The important point here is the number of generation of the algorithm. In fact, as the number of generation is governed
by the meta-algorithm and that the meta-algorithm modifies the fitness of the population at each iterations, the number
of generation of the algorithm must be set to 1 to work properly. The same comment holds for the elitism.

The next step consists in creating the meta-algorithm that implements the self-adaptive constraints handling technique
presented.

In [7]: algo_self_adaptive = algorithm.cstrs_self_adaptive(algo, n_gen)

Then we evolve it and print the solutions.

In [8]: pop = algo_self_adaptive.evolve(pop)
In [9]: print(pop.champion.x)
In [10]: print(pop.champion.f)
In [11]: print(pop.champion.c)
Out [1]:
(0.9999999701976767, 0.9999997615814138, 0.9999998509883836, 1.0, 1.0, 0.9999980032443405, 0.9999997615814138, 0.9999997615814138, 1.0, 2.9999972283839353, 2.99999126791928, 2.99997934698997, 0.9999922513959483)
(-14.999955534934077,)
(-0.008994877606477658, -0.0184053188087141, -0.01848650033731758, -5.004269987471997, -5.004496604338187, -4.982709675512006, -0.0023840070481302433, -0.004443645609725877, -0.0037382544201092216)

The solution found by this algorithm is close to the optimum given with the following:

In [12]: print(prob.best_x)
In [13]: print(prob.best_f)
In [14]: print(prob.best_c)
Out [2]:
((1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 3.0, 3.0, 3.0, 1.0),)
((-15.0,),)
((0.0, 0.0, 0.0, -5.0, -5.0, -5.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0),)

Even if the solutions are really close to the optimum, the exact same performances of this algorithm as described by R.
Farmani and J. A. Wright in their paper could not be retrieved with our configuration. This might be due to a different
implementation of the heuristic technique used for the optimization.

3.5.4 Co-evolution penalty method

Co-evolution mimics the biological behaviour of two distinct populations whose evolutions are interdependent. This
technique has been used by some authors to deal with constraints in optimization and has been implemented in
PaGMO/PyGMO. In this tutorial, we will learn how to solve a constrained problem with this technique.
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Method

The co-evolution method implemented in PaGMO/PyGMO has two populations evolving at the same time. The first
one is a population associated to the initial problem from which the constraints are removed and where a penalized
fitness is assigned to individuals that do not satisfy the constraints. To apply such a penalization the penalty coefficients
need to be assessed, according to the level of infeasibility of the individuals in the population, in order to drive
it towards feasible region of the search space. As the coefficients are cumbersome to determine, the co-evolution
technique updates them by mean of a second population that encodes them. The fitness of the second population
depends on the constraints satisfaction of the individuals in the first population. Hence the co-evolution happens
sequentially: a set of penalty coefficents are firstly assigned ramdomly (the individuals in the second population).
For each set of coefficient (for each individual in the second population) the first population is evolved for a certain
number of iterations. Then the second population is evolved, with a fitness definition that depends on the results of the
evolution of the first population and process then iterates with the new set of penalty coefficients.

In PaGMO/PyGMO this method is implemented within a meta-algorithm. The meta-algorithm takes the initial popu-
lation to be optimized and two algorithms to evolve respectively the first and second populations. In the following we
are going to see how to effectively solve a constrained problem.

Application

The problem considered here is the problem g05 from the Congress on Evolutionary Computation 2006 (CEC2006).
This problem has a cubic objective function with two linear inequality constraints and 3 non linear equality constraints.
To solve this problem the Differential Evolution (DE) is chosen for both the first and second population. The first
population size is set to 60 and the second to 30. It is good practice to set the second population size smaller than the
first population size. Half the size of it seems to be experimentally a good compromize. The first algorithm evolves
for 25 generations while the second algorithm number of generations must be set to 1. This is important as the second
population uses the information from the first population and can not be evolved more than one time. This is repeated
for 50 generations until convergence occurs.

First import the PyGMO library and choose the populations size and the number of generation for the meta-algorithm.

In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: pop_1_size = 60
In [3]: pop_2_size = 30
In [4]: n_gen = 50

Then creates the algorithms you wish to use for both populations. Here we have decided to use the Differential
Evolution for both populations.

In [5]: algo_1 = algorithm.de(gen = 25, xtol=1e-30, ftol=1e-30)
In [6]: algo_2 = algorithm.de(gen = 1, xtol=1e-30, ftol=1e-30)

Select the problem and associate a population to this problem.

In [7]: prob = problem.cec2006(5)
In [8]: pop = population(prob,pop_1_size)

Creates the meta-algorithm with these informations.

In [9]: algo_coevo = algorithm.cstrs_co_evolution(original_algo = algo_1, original_algo_penalties = algo_2, pop_penalties_size = pop_2_size, gen = n_gen)

Evolve the algorithm.

In [10]: pop = algo_coevo.evolve(pop)

And finally, print the solutions.
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In [11]: print(pop.champion.x)
In [12]: print(pop.champion.f)
In [13]: print(pop.champion.c)

Out [1]:
(679.9451523687442, 1026.0669716493055, 0.11887636619084481, -0.3962334865933514)
(5126.4967140070985,)
(9.999999997489795e-05, 9.999999997489795e-05, 9.999999997489795e-05, -0.03489014721580386, -1.0651098527841962)

The solution found by this method is the global optimum of the constrainted problem. Due to the stochastic behavior
of the algorithm performing multiple runs is always raccomanded.

3.5.5 Immune system method for constraint handling

The immune system method is a constraints handling method in which a immune system simulation is performed in
order to reduce the number of non feasible individuals in the population through the action of an antibody population.
In this tutorial, we will learn how to solve a constrained problem with this technique.

Method

The immune system method implemented in PaGMO/PyGMO has a similar design to the one of the co-evolution
method. It uses two populations, the first population is associated to the initial problem from which the constraints are
removed. The second population emulates the immune system where antibodies are evolved to match a certain number
of antigens. These antigens are selected to be the best individuals, in term of feasibility, of the first population. Once
found, the best antibodies are fed back into the first population. In PaGMO/PyGMO, the matching process is done with
a simple algorithm associated with a problem that reduces the distance between antibodies and antigens. This distance
or matching function is either the Hamming or Euclidean distance. It means that the matching process does not require
additional evaluations of the objective or constraints functions. This step is thus computationaly efficient. The final
implementation is based on a meta-algorithm, that takes the initial population to be optimized and two algorithms to
evolve both the population associated to the modified problem and the immune system. In the following we are going
to see how to use this constraints handling technique.

Application

The problem considered here is the problem g06 from the Congress on Evolutionary Computation 2006 (CEC2006).
This problem has a cubic objective function with two non linear inequality constraints. To solve this problem the
Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm is used for both the first and the second population. The number of iterations
for the first algorithm must be set to 1 as the overall number of iterations is driven by the meta-algorithm itself.
The number of iteration of the meta-algorithm is set to 5000, however the algorithm will stop as soon as it reaches
convergence. The number of iterations for the immune system is set to 70 and a initial population of 90 individuals is
chosen.

First import the PyGMO library and choose the population size and the number of generations for the meta-algorithm.

In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: pop_size = 90
In [3]: n_gen = 5000
In [4]: n_immune_gen = 70

Then creates the algorithms you wish to use for both populations. Here we have decided to use the Differential
Evolution for both populations.

In [5]: algo_1 = algorithm.de(gen = 1, xtol=1e-30, ftol=1e-30)
In [6]: algo_2 = algorithm.de(gen = n_immune_gen, xtol=1e-30, ftol=1e-30)
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Select the problem and associate a population to this problem.

In [7]: prob = problem.cec2006(6)
In [8]: pop = population(prob,pop_size)

Creates the meta-algorithm with these informations.

In [9]: algo_meta = algorithm.cstrs_immune_system(algorithm = algo_1, algorithm_immune = algo_2, gen = n_gen,select_method = algorithm.cstrs_immune_system.select_method.INFEASIBILITY, inject_method = algorithm.cstrs_immune_system.inject_method.CHAMPION, distance_method = algorithm.cstrs_immune_system.distance_method.EUCLIDEAN)

Here we have selected the infeasibility method where the antigen population is set by selecting individuals based on
their infeasibility. The original selection, where only the best infeasible individual is selected for the population, from
Coello did not give satisfactory results on this problem. The injected antibodies are a copy of the champion and the
distance to evolve the antibodies is the Euclidean distance.

Evolve the population with the mat-algorithm described.

In [10]: pop = algo_meta.evolve(pop)

And finally, print the solutions.

In [11]: print(pop.champion.x)
In [12]: print(pop.champion.f)
In [13]: print(pop.champion.c)
Out [1]:
(14.094999999999994, 0.8429607892154646)
(-6961.813875580156,)
(-3.552713678800501e-15, 0.0)

As a comparison, the best known solution can be printed for this particular problem:

In [11]: print(prob.best_x)
In [12]: print(prob.best_f)
In [13]: print(prob.best_c)
Out [2]:
((14.095, 0.8429607892154796),)
((-6961.813875580138,),)
((-7.105427357601002e-15, 0.0),)

As seen, the algorithm has converged to the optimal constrained solution.

3.5.6 Repair methods

Repair methods is a constraints handling technique that consists in repairing infeasible individuals of the population
to make them approaching the feasible region. In this tutorial, we will learn how to solve a constrained problem with
this technique.

Method

The repairing method implemented in PaGMO/PyGMO is extremely simple. It is based on a meta-algorithm where
to the initial problem is associated an unconstrained problem obtained simply removing the constraints an leaving
unvaried the original objective function. The problem is solved for optimality and after a predefined number of
generations, infeasible individuals are repaired. The name of this meta-algorithm is CORE (Constrained Optimization
by Random Evolution). The repairing method uses a simple gradient descent methods to repri the infeasibility of the
individuals. Thus, the meta algorithm takes two algorithms, one to evolve the main population towards optimality, and
one for repairing.
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Application

The problem considered here is the problem g05 from the Congress on Evolutionary Computation 2006 (CEC2006).
This problem has a cubic ojective function with two linear inequality and three non linear equality constraints. To
solve this problem the Differential Evolution (DE) is chosen as the main evolutionary technique and a simplex method
as the repair algorithm. The simplex method used is included into the GSL library. This means that PyGMO/PaGMO
needs to be compiled with the GSL option activated. The population contains 90 individuals.

First import the PyGMO library and choose the populations size and the number of generation for the meta-algorithm.

In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: pop_size = 90
In [3]: n_gen = 1000
In [4]: n_repair_gen = 100

Then instantiate the algorithms you wish to use. The generation of the first main algorithm must be set to 1 as the
number of iterations is driven by the meta-algorithm.

In [5]: algo_1 = algorithm.de(gen = 1, xtol=1e-30, ftol=1e-30)
In [6]: algo_repair = algorithm.gsl_nm2(max_iter = n_repair_gen, step_size = 0.02, tol = 1e-8)

Select the problem and associate a population to this problem.

In [7]: prob = problem.cec2006(5)
In [8]: pop = population(prob,pop_size)

Creates the meta-algorithm with these informations.

In [9]: algo_meta = algorithm.cstrs_core(algorithm = algo_1, repair_algorithm = algo_repair, gen = n_gen, repair_frequency = 10, repair_ratio = 1., f_tol = 1e-15, x_tol = 1e-15)

A repairing frequency of 10 generations is selected, and all the infeasible individuals are repaired, hence the ratio is
set to 1.

The evolution is then performed.

In [10]: pop = algo_meta.evolve(pop)

And finally, print the solutions.

In [11]: print(pop.champion.x)
In [12]: print(pop.champion.f)
In [13]: print(pop.champion.c)
Out [1]:
(746.9608574722797, 955.4049402203846, 0.07150528169781202, -0.4189587300214994)
(5149.854514758014,)
(6.983932576076768e-05, -3.644692628768098e-05, 2.23429769903305e-05, -0.05953598828068862, -1.0404640117193114)

As a comparison, you can print the best known solution for this particular problem:

In [11]: print(prob.best_x)
In [12]: print(prob.best_f)
In [13]: print(prob.best_c)
Out [2]:
((679.9451482970287, 1026.066976000047, 0.11887636909441043, -0.39623348521517826),)
((5126.4967140071,),)
((9.999999997489795e-05, 9.999999997489795e-05, 9.999999997489795e-05, -0.03489014569041138, -1.0651098543095887),)

Note that you might need to multiple run this tutorial to get a feasible solution.

If for any reason you wish to repair by hand any individual of the population, you can proceed as follow:
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In [11]: pop.repair(0,algo_repair)

In this case, the individual at index 0 is repaired with the algorithm algo_repair.

Evolutionary Optimization techniques have been successfully applied in a wide range of real-life optimization prob-
lems and a variety of them have been already integrated into the PaGMO/PyGMO collection of heuristic optimization
methods. Several constraint handling approaches for evolutionary algorithms have been developed in the recent years
and divided in five main classes (survey of techniques in [1]): Penalty Methods, Special Representations and Operators,
Repair Algorithms, Separation of Objective and Constraints and Hybrid Methods. Among them few approaches have
been identified as promising techniques and have been integrated into the existing PaGMO/PyGMO infrastructure.

In particular:

• Four Penalty Methods: Death penalty (infeasible individual are rejected in the selection procedure regardless
their level of infeasibility, [2]); Self Adaptive Fitness Formulation (the fitness of the infeasible individual is
increased as to favor those solutions which are nearly feasible and also have a good objective function value,
[3]); and Co-evolutionary Penalty (collaborative evolution of two populations, the second one encoding the
penalty factors to be used in the fitness evaluation of the individuals of the first population, [4]).

• Separation of Objective and Constraints: Multi-objective Optimization (the constrained optimization problem is
transformed into a multiobjective optimization problem where each constraint violation represents an additional
objective [5]).

• Hybrid Methods: Immune System (part of the feasible population is transformed into antigen population, the
infeasible solutions generate antibodies those evolving, with particular immune operators, until they become
sufficiently similar to the antigen population and then recombined to continue with the evolution [6]); Local
Repair Techniques (the infeasible solutions are locally repaired with gradient based unconstrained optimization
techniques minimizing the sum of the constraints violations [7]).

All of these techniques have been implmented in PaGMO/PyGMO to effectively solve constrained optimization prob-
lems and to have a consistent framework to assess the performances of the different constraints handling techniques. In
fact, from [1], it is important to be able to establish under what conditions certain constraints handling techniques are
more efficient and more convenient than other ones (that might depends the number of linear/non-linear constraints,
number of local optima, continuity of the objective function...). From the previous studies, only inconclusive evidences
of techniques from benchmarks could be drawn. This is due to the fact that most of the studies were incomplete (i.e
run only on one test case) or inconsistent, making it difficult to retrieve information for best practices in constrained
stochastic optimization.

Each approach has a different implementation strategy:

• Death Penalty and Multi-objective Optimization redefine statically the optimization problem (i.e. the new opti-
mization problem is the same during all the evolutions), two meta-problems have been created to cope with these
techniques. The meta-problem takes the original constrained problem as input and generate a new unconstrained
problem (respectively single and multi-objective).

• Self Adaptive redefines dynamically the optimization problem (information are extrapolated from the current
population to assign the new fitness function), a meta-algorithm that internally invokes the evolution of the
population on a modified problem has been implemented. The meta-algorithm is constructed given an heuristic
algorithm and the constrained problem.

• Co-Evolutionary Penalty and Immune System are meta-algorithms as well. They are constructed as before
with an heuristic algorithm and a constrained problem. Internally the method performs a preprocessing on the
population and defines a modified problem suitable for the evolution.

• Local Repair Technique is a meta-algorithm that takes as argument two algorithms (an heuristic and a local one),
it instantiates a new population (the infeasible solutions) with an unconstrained problem defined by the sum of
the violation of the constraints and invokes the evolve method of the local technique to solve it.
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3.6 Racing in PyGMO

3.6.1 Racing the individuals in stochastic optimization problems

Background

When trying to solve a stochastic optimization problem, an algorithm will have to handle the stochasticity in order to
obtain the true optimal solution. During the optimization process of a population based algorithm, it is often required
to identify which individuals are more superior than the others, for example in the environmental selection process of
SGA, neighbourhood information update of PSO, and so on. In this tutorial we will introduce the method of racing
which tries to achieve the task efficiently. Our main goal is to reconstruct the full ordering among the individuals
by their true performance. The main obstacle is that we can only observe the non-determinstic performance of each
individual, whose ground truth is distorted by the stochasticity of the problem. A direct consequence of this goal is
the ability to extract N top performing individuals among a pool of them, which can be a very useful information for
an optimization algorithm.

Racing with PyGMO

Racing is a mechanism based on statistical testing, and the main idea is that an individual can be dropped immediately
once statistical significance evidence is present, so that we do not waste unnecessary objective function evaluation on
these clearly inferior individuals. This way, the other individuals whose performance are not obviously good or bad
will be evaluated more frequently – possibly yielding a better accuracy. The current racing implementation is based
on F-Race 1, and some implementation details are adapted from 2.

In this tutorial we will look at a special class of stochastic problems – the noisy problems. We will use Ackley as the
base (noise-less) problem. To race the individuals in the population, we can simply do:

1 Birattari, M., Stützle, T., Paquete, L., & Varrentrapp, K. (2002). A Racing Algorithm for Configuring Metaheuristics. GECCO ’02 Proceedings
of the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (pp. 11–18). Morgan Kaufmann Publishers Inc.

2 Heidrich-Meisner, Verena, & Christian Igel (2009). Hoeffding and Bernstein Races for Selecting Policies in Evolutionary Direct Policy Search.
Proceedings of the 26th Annual International Conference on Machine Learning, pp. 401-408. ACM Press.
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In [1]: from PyGMO import *
In [2]: prob = problem.noisy(problem.ackley())
In [3]: pop = population(prob, 10)
In [4]: winners = pop.race(1)

which will extract a single winner. There are some other parameters which can be adjusted, for example:

In [5]: winners = pop.race(3, 10, 200, 0.01)

will race until 3 individuals remain, evaluate at the start every individuals for at least 10 times, with an objective
function evaluation budget of 200 times and perform statistical testing at the confidence level of 0.01. You can even
provide a list of indices to specify a subset of individuals to be raced, for example:

In [6]: winners = pop.race(1, 10, 200, 0.01, [0,1,2,3,4])

will return the best individual among the first five individuals in the population.

Why racing: A comparative study

Racing does not magically identify the winners – it still requires that additional function evaluation be performed. One
may ask: why should one use racing, when there is a simpler approach of simply evaluating each individual multiple
times equally? In the following we try to answer this question by justiying the use of racing.

Assume that we have a limited amount of objective evaluation budget, and that we want to extract the best few
individuals from a population. The following are the possible approaches that we could use:

• Brute-force by fitness: Evaluate all individuals an equal number of times and record the average of their fitness
values. Identify the best few individuals using the sorted averaged fitness values. Note that this method is only
applicable for use in unconstrained, single-objective problems.

• Brute-force by ranks: Similar to the above, but replace the raw fitness values to a nominal relative ranking.
This can be done by using the built-in get_best_idx() function in population class. This method is
thus able to handle constrained or multi-objective problems.

• Racing: This is similar to the brute-force by ranks method, except that the computational budget for function
evaluation is more cleverly distributed among different individuals.

To quantitatively measure the peformance of each method, we define a notion called rank sum error. Rank sum error
measures how well a method extracts the true winners.

To obtain the rank sum error metric, we first construct population on the basic noise-less problem and calculate the
original ordering of the individuals (for example, via get_best_idx()). Then, we construct another population
(on which the racing / brute-force method will be executed) associated with the corresponding noisy problem, by
inserting the individuals using the ordering calculated previously. This way, although the fitness of the individuals are
disguised by the noise, we know that the best individual is at index 0, the second best is at index 1, and so on. As
our goal is to extract the best individuals, the ground truth rank sum is simply the sum of [0,1,2,3,...,pop_size]. We
compute the rank sum of the winnner list returned by different methods, and denote its differerence with the ground
truth as the rank sum error.

We set up a few configurations and plot the rank sum errors for different methods, averaged over 200 independent
trials. The default strength of the noise is normally distributed, having a zero mean and a standard deviation of 0.5.
Please refer to racing.py contained in PyGMO examples/ directory for more details.

Varying noise level

Problems considered: Ackley (Single objective), CEC2006-g1 (Constrained single objective), ZDT1 (Multi-objective)
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Varying initial population sizes

Problems considered: Ackley (Single objective), CEC2006-g1 (Constrained single objective), ZDT1 (Multi-objective)
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Varying evaluation budget

Problems considered: Ackley (Single objective), CEC2006-g1 (Constrained single objective), ZDT1 (Multi-objective)
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Generally, it is observed that the racing method yields lower rank sum error than the simple methods. The simulation
results above demonstrate empirically how racing could improve the ability to reconstruct the correct ordering of the
individuals in face of a stochastic environment.

Note: For multiobjective case the benefit of racing is more apparent when budget is large enough. Brute force
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can even be as good as racing when noise is high or initial population size is large. A possible reason is due to the
involvement of Pareto ranks in racing, which brings about large “jumps” in the observation data, causing difficulties
for the statistical testing. One possible way to reduce this effect is to use a larger budget. This implies that while racing
is able to handle multiobjective problems, they require a more careful treatment.

3.6.2 Racing algorithms

Given an optimization problem, the solution provided by a stochastic optimizers will not be deterministic, as their
names implied. Nevertheless, the intrinsic properties of each individual optimizers may make themselves perform
better on some classes of problems and worse on certain problems. Well, we are not too concerned about this No
Free Lunch Theorem here. There is another interesting question: Given a problem (or a list of problems), which
optimization algorithms at our disposal is the most appropriate one, that will yield the best optimization performance?
Is there a way to find the answer without resorting to pure brute force approach?

The approach of racing algorithms is based on statistical testing. Each algorithm will be evaluated iteratively through-
out the race. The performance of an algorithm is defined as its ability to evolve a population, measured by the fitness
of the evolved champion. Whenever statistical significant evidence about the inferiority of an algorithm is found,
that algorithm will be dropped out of the race. Naturally, it is guaranteed that the eventually survived algorithms are
statistically significantly better than those which are discarded. The underlying statistical testing machinery used is
Friedman test.

Using race_algo to race algorithms

Let us first set up a a problem and the algorithms of interest.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.ackley()
algo_list = []
algo_list.append(algorithm.de(gen=100))
algo_list.append(algorithm.cmaes(gen=100))
algo_list.append(algorithm.pso(gen=100))

race_algo contains the mechanisms that can be used to race different algorithms. Its interface is very similar to
that of pop_race. The following code sets up the necessary racing object and start the race. The population size
intialization argument specifies how large the internal populations to be evolved should be, while each algorithm is
being evaluated.

racer = util.race_algo(algo_list, prob, pop_size=100, seed=0)
winners, n_evaluation = racer.run(n_final=1)

There are a couple of arguments that can be specified for run, such as max_count which indicates the allowed
computation budget. As above, the indices of the winning algorithm are stored in winners, while n_evaluation
reflects how many calls to evolve() has been made.

In addition, it is possible to cover a range of problems simultaneously.

probs = [problem.ackley(), problem.griewank()]
racer = util.race_algo(algo_list, probs, pop_size=100, seed=0)
winners, n_evaluation = racer.run(n_final=1)

Internally, when race_algo is assigning a performance measure to each algorithm, it randomly samples one of the
problems and evolve popualtion with respect to that problem.
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Example: Identifying good configurations of an algorithm

This example shows how race_algo can be used to select the good configurations of an algorithm. Taking
pso_gen as an example, there are quite a few parameters to be configured. We will focus on the three of the
parameters as shown in the following code.

from PyGMO import *
import itertools

prob = problem.ackley()

pop_size = 20
fits = []

variants = [1,2,3,4,5,6]
neighb_types = [1,2,3,4]
neighb_param = [1,2,3,4,5]
pars = list(itertools.product(variants, neighb_types, neighb_param))
algo_list = []
for p in pars:

args = {}
args[’variant’], args[’neighb_type’], args[’neighb_param’] = p
algo_list.append(algorithm.pso(gen=100,**args))

racer = util.race_algo(algo_list, prob, pop_size=pop_size, seed=0)
winners, n_evaluated = racer.run(5, 0, len(algo_list)*30, 0.05, [], True, True)

print ’Winning algorithm:’
for i in winners:

print zip([’variant’, ’neighb_type’, ’neighb_param’], pars[i])

print ’Evaluated algorithms for %d times’ % n_evaluated

algo_default = algorithm.pso_gen(gen=100)
algo_selected = algo_list[winners[0]]
pop = population(prob, pop_size)
pop_default = algo_default.evolve(pop)
pop_selected = algo_selected.evolve(pop)
print ’Default algorithm:’, pop_default.champion.f
print ’Selected algorithm:’, pop_selected.champion.f

The output should be similar to the following (feel free to try a few more times due to the effects of random population
initialization):

Winning algorithm:
[(’variant’, 5), (’neighb_type’, 1), (’neighb_param’, 1)]
[(’variant’, 5), (’neighb_type’, 1), (’neighb_param’, 2)]
[(’variant’, 5), (’neighb_type’, 1), (’neighb_param’, 3)]
[(’variant’, 5), (’neighb_type’, 1), (’neighb_param’, 4)]
[(’variant’, 5), (’neighb_type’, 1), (’neighb_param’, 5)]
Evaluated algorithms for 354 times
Default algorithm: (0.8463040459318276,)
Selected algorithm: (0.05200250235673254,)

Initially, the combinations of parameters result in a total of 120 configurations to be chosen from. Using race_pop,
staistical significant results can be obtained after 354 evaluations. Without racing mechanism, this is translated to
running about only 3 trials on each algorithm configuration, based on which statistical significant conclusion is difficult
to be established. This issue, as well as the appropriate distribution of computational budget, is automatically handled
by race_algo.
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Why not choosing a single best winner?

However, race_algo is not magic. Consider changing n_final in the above example from 5 to 4 (or less). The
output are:

Winning algorithm:
[(’Variant’, 5), (’neighb_type’, 1), (’neighb_param’, 1)]
[(’Variant’, 5), (’neighb_type’, 1), (’neighb_param’, 2)]
[(’Variant’, 5), (’neighb_type’, 1), (’neighb_param’, 3)]
[(’Variant’, 5), (’neighb_type’, 1), (’neighb_param’, 4)]
Evaluated algorithms for 3599 times
Default algorithm: (2.187472414230023,)
Selected algorithm: (0.04567759094164403,)

The consumed evaluation count is dramatically larger! The reason is that the last 5 surviving algorithms are so close
to each other that it is very difficult to statistically significantly distinguish their performance. In fact, the race is
forcefully terminated as the provided budget is exhausted.

Note: Racing mechanism is most useful when the diversity of the entities in the racing pool is large, as the worse ones
can be quickly weeded out with high staistical confidence, saving the evaluation budget the rest. When the entities are
too similar to each other, the required evaluation will be very high in order to derive statistical significant conclusion.

3.6.3 A PSO algorithm using racing
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CHAPTER 4

Examples

This is a collection of examples on advanced uses of PyGMO.

4.1 A study on Mixing Variants of Differential Evolution

Several studies made in the decade 2000-2010 pointed towards a sharp benefit in the concurrent use of several different
variants of the Differential-Evolution algorithm. In this example we show how PyGMO can be used to study this idea.
Consider the code

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.messenger_full()
de_variants = [2,3,5,7]
algos = [algorithm.de(gen=50,variant=v) for v in de_variants]
archi = archipelago(topology=topology.fully_connected())
for algo in algos:

archi.push_back(island(algo,prob,25))

The PyGMO.archipelago.draw() method creates the figure shown below.

Where four islands are shown and color coded with respect to their randomly initialized population fitness. Each island
is interconnected bi-directionally to all others as we used a PyGMO.topology.fully_connected() topology.
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In an IPyhon session we could call the draw method interactively and also print the algorithms to screen to see their
exact details.

In [71]: pos = archi.draw(n_size=100,e_arrows=True)
In [72]: algos
Out[72]:
[Algorithm name: Differential Evolution - gen:50 F: 0.8 CR: 0.9 variant:2,
Algorithm name: Differential Evolution - gen:50 F: 0.8 CR: 0.9 variant:3,
Algorithm name: Differential Evolution - gen:50 F: 0.8 CR: 0.9 variant:5,
Algorithm name: Differential Evolution - gen:50 F: 0.8 CR: 0.9 variant:7]

the values of F anf CR have been set to the default values when the algorithms were constructed.

Now that the archipelago is built we want to study its performance over, say, maximum 150,000 function evaluations.
We can do this by calling the PyGMO.archipelago.evolve(30) method and showing, at the end the fitness
of the best individual of the archipeago. The total number of function evaluations will be, at most, 30 * 4 * 25 * 50
(n_evolvw * n_island * n_individuals * n_generations) = 150,000. It could actually be less if other exit criteria, than
the maximim number of generation/iteration is reached, is met before. The remaining code is, then;

archi.evolve(30)
print min([isl.population.champion.f[0] for isl in archi])

As to accumulate statistical significance on the archipelago performance, we repeat the process and return the mean,
median, best and worst. The final script (included in PyGMO) is:

def example_1(n_trials=25, variant_adptv=2, memory=True):
from PyGMO import problem, algorithm, island, archipelago
from PyGMO.topology import fully_connected
from numpy import mean, median
results = list()
prob = problem.messenger_full()
de_variants = [11,13,15,17]
algos = [algorithm.jde(gen=50,variant=v, memory=memory, variant_adptv=variant_adptv) for v in de_variants]

for trial in range(n_trials):
archi = archipelago(topology=fully_connected())
for algo in algos:

archi.push_back(island(algo,prob,25))
print "Trial N: " + str(trial)
archi.evolve(30)
results.append(min([isl.population.champion.f[0] for isl in archi]))

return (mean(results), median(results), min(results), max(results))

where we used the self-adaptive version of DE. The typical result will be ....

out[6]: (12.998491561914381, 12.842732158775831, 7.883450738472785, 18.493477879276586)

In case you find a better mean or min with another archipelago after 150,000 function evaluations (and 30 trials) ...
send us your PyGMO code!!

4.2 Monitoring the Information Flow in a large archipelago

NOTE: For this example you need at least networkx 1.8! If you are still using networkx 1.7, the maximum amount of
islands you can draw in the spring layout is limited by 499 due to some bug in that library.

The effect of the generalized migration operator on the optimization process is complex. Here we show how to use
PyGMO to visualize and study it on a fairly large archipelago.
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from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.rosenbrock(dim = 10)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 1)
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,1024,20,topology=topology.barabasi_albert(3,3))
pos = archi.draw(scale_by_degree=True,n_size=1,e_alpha=0.03)
savefig(’archi000’, dpi = 72)

In the above code we instantiate the archipelago and visualize it, color coding the nodes with the champion’s fitness in
the archipelago. We then save the figure in the current directory. The figure will look something like ...

We then evolve 200 times producing, at each step, the picture of the archipealgo with the new evolved fitness

for i in range(1,200):
archi.evolve(1);
archi.join();
pos = archi.draw(scale_by_degree=True,n_size=3,e_alpha=0.03)
savefig(’archi%03d’ % i, dpi = 72);
close()

Putting together the frames produced (in a linux system one can use imagemagik and the simple command

convert archi* movie.gif

we obtain the animated gif ...

NOTE: see how, in the particular archipealgo considered, the optimization proceeds in a centripetal fashion, that is
from the ‘suburbs’ to the center. This allows us to learn that highly connected nodes (the hubs) are always behind
in the optimization process as, probably, they receive too much information. This is a characteristic of the Barabasi
Albert topology. Other topologies have different dynamics. If, for example, we were to use an ageing_clusterd_ba
topology the movie below would be produced ...

Showing an entirely different dynamics of the optimization.

The final script (included in PyGMO) is:

def example_2(algo=algorithm.de(1), prob = problem.rosenbrock(10), topo = topology.barabasi_albert(3,3), n_evolve = 100, n_isl = 1024, pop_size = 20, color_code=’rank’):
from PyGMO import problem, algorithm, island, archipelago
from matplotlib.pyplot import savefig, close
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,n_isl,pop_size,topology=topo)
print "Drawing Initial Condition .. "
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pos = archi.draw(scale_by_degree=True,n_size=3,e_alpha=0.03, n_color = color_code)
savefig(’archi000’, dpi = 72)
close()
for i in range(1,n_evolve):

archi.evolve(1);
archi.join();
print "Drawing"+ str(i) + "-th evolution .. "
pos = archi.draw(layout = pos, scale_by_degree=True,n_size=3,e_alpha=0.03, n_color = color_code)
savefig(’archi%03d’ % i, dpi = 72);
close()

4.3 Testing Algorithms

PaGMO can be used to test the performance of algorithms on problem sets. We show how simple is to do so using a
basic set-up..

from PyGMO import *
trials = 50
individuals = 20
generations = 500
prob_list = [problem.schwefel(dim = 10), problem.rastrigin(dim = 10), problem.rosenbrock(dim = 10)]
algo_list = [algorithm.pso(gen = generations), algorithm.de(gen = generations)]

We have instantiated the problems and algorithms we want to test. We have used default parameters and variants
implicitly, but these could be specified as well and compared. We now run the tests ... note that we use the island
rather than the archipelago, thus the test WILL NOT run in multiple threads. One could speed things up (in a multiple
CPU environment) byt using the archipelago and an unconnected topology.

for prob in prob_list:
for algo in algo_list:

best = []
best_x = []
for i in range(0,trials):

# Here we create the optimization problem .....
isl = island(algo,prob,individuals)
# And here we solve it
isl.evolve(1)
isl.join()
best.append(isl.population.champion.f)
best_x.append(isl.population.champion.x)

#Here you can store the results ....

The final script (included in PyGMO) is:

def run_test(n_trials=200, pop_size = 20, n_gen = 500):
from PyGMO import problem, algorithm, island
from numpy import mean, std
number_of_trials = n_trials
number_of_individuals = pop_size
number_of_generations = n_gen

prob_list = [problem.schwefel(dim = 10), problem.michalewicz(dim = 10), problem.rastrigin(dim = 10), problem.rosenbrock(dim = 10), problem.ackley(dim = 10), problem.griewank(dim = 10)]
if __extensions__[’gtop’]:

prob_list.append(problem.cassini_1())
prob_list.append(problem.cassini_2())
prob_list.append(problem.gtoc_1())
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prob_list.append(problem.rosetta())
prob_list.append(problem.messenger_full())
prob_list.append(problem.tandem(prob_id = 6, max_tof = 10))

algo_list = [algorithm.pso(gen = number_of_generations), algorithm.de(gen = number_of_generations,xtol=1e-30, ftol=1e-30), algorithm.de_self_adaptive(gen = number_of_generations, restart=True, variant_adptv=2,xtol=1e-30, ftol=1e-30), algorithm.de_1220(gen = number_of_generations, restart=True, variant_adptv=2,xtol=1e-30, ftol=1e-30), algorithm.sa_corana(iter = number_of_generations*number_of_individuals,Ts = 1,Tf = 0.01), algorithm.ihs(iter = number_of_generations*number_of_individuals), algorithm.sga(gen = number_of_generations), algorithm.cmaes(gen = number_of_generations,xtol=1e-30, ftol=1e-30), algorithm.bee_colony(gen = number_of_generations/2)]
print(’\nTrials: ’ + str(n_trials) + ’ - Population size: ’ + str(pop_size) + ’ - Generations: ’ + str(n_gen))
for prob in prob_list:

print(’\nTesting problem: ’ + prob.get_name() + ’, Dimension: ’ + str(prob.dimension) )
print(’With Population Size: ’ + str(pop_size) )
for algo in algo_list:

print(’ ’ + str(algo))
best = []
best_x = []
for i in range(0,number_of_trials):

isl = island(algo,prob,number_of_individuals)
isl.evolve(1)
isl.join()
best.append(isl.population.champion.f)
best_x.append(isl.population.champion.x)

print(’ Best:\t’ + str(min(best)[0]))
print(’ Mean:\t’ + str(mean(best)))
print(’ Std:\t’ + str(std(best)))

You may check the output created by PyGMO.run_test() online at PaGMO Tests

4.4 Multi-objective optimization in the asynchronous island model

PyGMO can be used to optimize problems with more than one objective. While the general workflow is similar to
single-objective optimization, there are some more features like plotting that can be used to analyse the process. In
order to plot, start an ipython-shell with matplotlib activated:

ipython --pylab

Let us now initialize a multi-objective problem of the ZDT test suite and solve it with an multi-objective optimization
algorithm.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.zdt(3)
alg = algorithm.nsga_II(gen = 1)
pop = population(prob, 200)
for i in xrange(200):

pop = alg.evolve(pop)
pop.plot_pareto_fronts()

The last call draws you a nice plot of the population and the obtained Pareto-front and is especially useful for problems
with two objectives.
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You can also investigate a list of the non-dominated fronts the algorithm produces by using the following command.
In this example it should give you just one front back, since all individuals are non-dominated by now.

pop.compute_pareto_fronts()

Try this command on a newly initialized population and you will see different non-dominated fronts, ordered from
first to the last.

Of course, you can also use the whole power of the underlying asynchronous island model of PyGMO to optimize
your problems. Let us solve a problem with three objective with the help of an archipelago, consisting of 16 islands,
each containing just 32 individuals.

prob = problem.dtlz(3)
alg = algorithm.nsga_II(gen = 1)
s_pol = migration.best_s_policy(0.1, migration.rate_type.fractional)
r_pol = migration.fair_r_policy(0.1, migration.rate_type.fractional)
archi = archipelago(topology=topology.fully_connected())
isls = [island(alg, prob, 32, s_policy=s_pol, r_policy=r_pol) for i in xrange(16)]
for isl in isls:

archi.push_back(isl)

In this setting, we migrate the 10% best individuals of each island and replace 10% of the old population (if the
new migrants are not worse). However, the meaning of “best” and “worst” is different compared to single-objective
optimization. PyGMO is using the crowded comparison operator internally to order all individuals in a multi-objective
population. This ordering favours at first members with low non-domination ranks and, if individuals belong to the
same front, members with the highest crowding distance (thus individuals in sparsely populated areas of the fitness
space). Thus, there is a notion of a champion for PyGMO in the multi-objective setting: it is the individual with
the best non-domination rank (being in the non-dominated front) with the highest crowding distance. The following
command gives us the best 3 individuals of every island in the archipelago

for isl in archi:
print isl.population.get_best_idx(3)

For a single individual of a population we can also query by how many individuals it is dominated (domination count)
and which individuals it dominates by itself (domination list):

[archi[0].population.get_domination_list(i) for i in xrange(32)]
[archi[0].population.get_domination_count(i) for i in xrange(32)]

Lets evolve the archipelago for 500 generations.
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for i in xrange(500):
archi.evolve(1)

We will now create a new population that consists of all the individuals of the archipelago. Since the plotting-function
of the population itself is limited to 2D-plotting, we will use the plotting function of the problem itself, which provides
a 3D plot with the actual Pareto-front highlighted blue.

pop = population(prob)
for isl in archi:

for ind in isl.population:
pop.push_back(ind.cur_x)

prob.plot(pop)

Obtaining the same amount of solutions (which is 512 in this example) takes significantly more time if one uses just
a single, large population. Moreover, there is evidence that migration in multi-objective optimization helps to reduce
the number of generations needed and helps algorithms to better explore the whole Pareto-front.

4.5 Designing and optimizing interplanetary trajectories

PyGMO can be used to optimize spacecraft trajectories by using the MGA-1DSM problem. An instance of this
problem contains the sequence of planets, you want to visit with your spacecraft as well as its launch window, its
starting velocity and bounds for the time of flight. Between each planetary encounters, a deep space manouver can be
performed. The objective is to lower the total Delta-V spend for the travel, as this corresponds directly to the mass of
fuel needed.

NOTE: Even though this example will work with PyGMO, you need to install PyKEP in order to use other values
than the default.

Lets launch PyGMO and start by creating the default problem:

ipython --pylab

from PyGMO import *
alg = algorithm.jde(memory=True)
prob = problem.mga_1dsm_tof()
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By default the sequence is Earth - Venus - Earth, so there are two “legs” (1. Earth to Venus and 2. Venus to Earth) to
optimize at the same time. By default we give a minimum of 50 and a maximum of 900 days to each leg. If you don’t
believe this, check for yourself:

prob.get_sequence()
prob.get_tof()

There are also default values for the other parameters, but you don’t have to worry about those details. This version
of the problem mga_1dsm_tof (see: PyGMO.problem.mga_1dsm_tof) is particularly useful if you know some
bounds on the travel time for your legs. If you have no clue though, you can use the problem mga_1dsm_alpha (see:
PyGMO.problem.mga_1dsm_alpha) instead where you can specify just the bounds for the overall time of flight
with the tof keyword. The alpha-version is also particularly useful for multi-objective optimization. By using the
multi_objective keyword as an argument you can instantiate the problem with two objectives (Delta-V and total time
of flight) instead of just one (Delta-V).

# initialize the trajectory problem to design a tour within 1 to 5 years
prob_alpha = problem.mga_1dsm_alpha(tof=[1 * 365.25, 5 * 365.25], multi_objective=True)

For the remainder of this example, lets return to the original single-objective problem and start some optimizations
runs:

l = list()
for i in range(30):

archi = archipelago(alg,prob,8,10,topology = topology.fully_connected())
for j in range(30):

archi.evolve(5)
print min([isl.population.champion.f[0] for isl in archi])

tmp = [isl for isl in archi]; tmp.sort(key = lambda x: x.population.champion.f[0]);
l.append(tmp[0].population.champion)

print "Results: \n"
print [ch.f[0] for ch in l]

We may then plot the trajectory and look at some additional informations:

# sort list and extract chromosome of the solution of lowest Delta-V
l.sort(key = lambda x: x.f[0])
x_so = l[0].x
prob.plot(x_so)
print prob.pretty(x_so)
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That looks nice! Now we are interested in a trade-off between the Delta-V and the the total time of travel. We will
use this solution (x_so) of a low Delta-V and inject it into a new population. This will help when we optimize the
population by a multi-objective optimizer for low Delta-V and short time of travel at the same time, building up an
approximation of the Pareto-front. For this, we reinitialize the problem to be multi-objective and change the algorithm.

alg = algorithm.nsga_II()
prob = problem.mga_1dsm_tof(multi_objective=True)

We will use the island model to improve the overall optimization. Each island works just on a small fraction of
solutions and is thus faster as when operating on a single large population.

sel = migration.best_s_policy(10)
rep = migration.fair_r_policy(10)
archi = archipelago(topology = topology.fully_connected())
pop = population(prob,39)
# we inject the solution of the single-objective optimization here to get a population of 100
pop.push_back(x_so)
isl = island(alg,pop,s_policy=sel, r_policy=rep)
archi.push_back(isl)
# we fill up the archipelago with 9 other island initialized by random without injection
for i in range(9):

archi.push_back(island(alg,prob,40,s_policy=sel, r_policy=rep))
archi.evolve(40)
archi.join()

The injected solution will spread by migration to all other islands in the archipelago. After enough generations, all
islands should have converged to similar fronts. Lets put them all together in a single population and have a look at
the Pareto-front:

pop = population(prob)
for isl in archi:

for ind in isl.population:
pop.push_back(ind.cur_x)

pop.plot_pareto_fronts()
# highlight the solutions of the 1st island with red
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archi[0].population.plot_pareto_fronts(rgb=(1,0,0))
ylabel(’total travelling time in days’)
xlabel(’total Delta-V in m/s’)

You see a discontinuity in this picture which is very interesting: It allows you to save over a year of travelling time by
just using a bit more Delta-V around 4709 m/s.

4.6 Participating to the CEC2013 Competition (v 1.1.5)

In this example we will show how to use PaGMO to test algorithms on the test problem suite used in the Special
Session & Competition on Real-Parameter Single Objective Optimization at CEC-2013, Cancun, Mexico 21-23 June
2013

The first thing to do is to download the text files defining the 28 problems of the CEC2013 competition. These can be
found in this zip file in the folder called input_files. We will assume, in the rest of this tutorial, that you have put these
files in the directory ~/Documents/input_files/.

Let us start with trying out for problem dimension D=2 the algorithm CMA-ES. As the competition rules allow D *
10000 function evaluation, we choose a population of 50 with 400 generations.

from PyGMO import *
dir = "/home/my_user/Documents/input_data/"
algo = algorithm.cmaes(500,xtol=1e-9,ftol=1e-9)
D = 2
error = []
for i in range(28):

prob = problem.cec2013(dim=D, prob_id=i+1,path=dir)
pop = population(prob,60)
pop = algo.evolve(pop)
error.append(pop.champion.f[0] + 1400 - 100*i - 100*(i>13))

print error
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Note the strange definition of the error which is due to the shift in the objective function value that has been defined
for the CEC 2013 problems.

The list error now contains the error made by CMA-ES in solving each one of the 28 test problems. One can loop on
this procedure (say 25 times) and produce the box plots with the following command:

boxplot([error[s::28] for s in range(28)])

Which produces the output below.

From the image above we see immediately that the problems from 1 to 20 are significantly easier to solve for CMA-ES
than the last eight.

We may now try to do the same with a larger number of dimensions, say D=10. As we can now take advantage of an
increased number of function evaluations (100000), we set up CMA-ES differently (i.e. we use a larger population
and more maximum iterations).

from PyGMO import *
dir = "/home/my_user/Documents/input_data/"
algo = algorithm.cmaes(1000,xtol=1e-9,ftol=1e-9)
D = 10
error = []
for j in range(25):

for i in range(28):
prob = problem.cec2013(dim=D, prob_id=i+1,path=dir)
pop = population(prob,100)
pop = algo.evolve(pop)
error.append(pop.champion.f[0] + 1400 - 100*i - 100*(i>13))

boxplot([error[s::28] for s in range(28)])

Which produces the plot below.
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The same can be produced for different algorithms:
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CHAPTER 5

User Documentation

The following documentation is targeted to users (not developers). The focus is on the interface offered to the user via
Python and not on the implementation or on technical details on how we designed for efficiency thanks to the interplay
between C++ and Python.

5.1 Individual and Champion

class PyGMO.individual
This class represents the concept of an individual. In PyGMO, an individual is the solution to some optimization
problem, enriched with some memory of its past (this usually records the best position so far occupied in the
solution space by a certain individual), and a velocity, representing the variation in the search space of an
individual position.

While it is important to know what an individual is, the user rarely constructs or manipulate individuals as these
actions are performed by other classes that also ensure the information contained in an individual is consistent
(i.e. length of the chromosomes, etc. )

__init__()
Constructs an empty individual

cur_f
Tuple containing the current fitness of the individual w.r.t a problem (can contain more than one fitness
score for multi-objective optimization)

cur_x
Tuple containing the current chromosome (or decision vector) defining the individual

cur_c
Tuple containing the current constraint vector defining an individual w.r.t a problem (this will be empty in
unconstrained optimizaion problems)

best_f
Tuple containing the individual fitness corresponding to best_x (the individual can move out of good points
as a result of the optimization process)

best_x
Tuple storing the chromosome corresponding to the best position encountered so far since the individual
creation (individual can move out of good areas as a resualt of the optimization process)

best_c
Tuple containing the constraint vector corresponding to best_x
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cur_v
Velocity of an individual (that is the difference in cur_x between generations). This information is crucial
in algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), but it gets, by default, updated also by other
algorithms.

class PyGMO.champion
This class represents the concept of a champion, i.e. the best among a set of individuals. Differently from
an PyGMO.individual a champion does not have memory, nor a velocity. Similarly from the class
PyGMO.individual the user rarely constructs or manipulate objects from this class as these actions are
performed by other classes that also ensure the information contained in a champion is consistent (i.e. it actually
is the best in a set of individuals, etc. )

__init__()
Constructs an empty champion

f
Tuple containing the fitness of the champion w.r.t a problem (can contain more than one fitness score for
multi-objective optimization)

x
Tuple containing the chromosome (or decision vector) defining the champion

c
Tuple containing the constraint vector defining a champion w.r.t a problem (this will be empty in uncon-
strained optimizaion problems)

5.2 Population

class PyGMO.population
This class represents the concept of a population as a collection of PyGMO.individual evaluated w.r.t. a
PyGMO.problem. A population in PyGMO makes sure that all the individuals it contains are consistent w.r.t.
the problem and it constantly keeps its PyGMO.champion updated. Also (relevant only for multi-objective
problems) the population, keeps constantly updated 1) a domination list that is a list containing, per individual
I, the indexes of the individuals I dominates, and 2) a domination count that is a list containing, per individual
I, the number of individuals that dominate individual I. From an evolutionary point of view one can see the
population as a set of individuals living in an environment (the problem) which defines their fitness values

__init__((PyGMO.problem)prob[, (int)n_individuals])
Constructs a population containing n_individuals (default is an empty population) evaluated w.r.t. prob.
Each individual gets initialized at random with his chromosome in [problem.lb, problem.ub] and
his velocity in [(problem.lb-problem.ub)/2, (problem.ub- problem.lb)/2]

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(50)
pop1 = population(prob) #empty population
pop2 = population(prob,20) #population with 20 individuals

__init__((PyGMO.population)pop)
Constructs a new population performing a deep-copy of a second population pop.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(50)
pop1 = population(prob,10) #population with 10 individuals
pop2 = population(pop1) #a second identical population with 10 individuals

#(the problem and the individuals are copies of the original pop1)
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push_back((list) x)
Appends an individual having chromosme x to the population, if compatible with the problem. Its
velocity is initialized at random, its memory is set equal to the current position.

NOTE: There is no way to push_back into a population directly an PyGMO.individual This de-
sign choice was made as there would be no way to ensure efficiently that the information con-
tained in the PyGMO.individual is consistent (if not by wasting one function evaluation) with the
PyGMO.problem defining the population

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(2)
pop = population(prob)
pop.push_back([1.12,2.34])

erase((int) idx)
Erases the individual with index idx from the population. Domination list and domination count are
updated accordingly.

NOTE: after such an operation all indexes will be renamed so that if the individual with idx = n is erased,
after the erase has completed the individual that had idx=n+1 will have idx = n

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(2)
pop = population(prob,5)
pop.erase(0)

set_x((int)idx, (list) x)
Sets the chromosome of the PyGMO.individual with index idx in the population to x. Updates autati-
cally the memory and the population champion

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(2)
pop = population(prob,2)
pop.set_x(0,[3.12,4.56])

set_v((int)idx, (list) v)
Sets the velocity of the PyGMO.individual with index idx in the population to v

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(2)
pop = population(prob,2)
pop.set_v(0,[0.12,-0.22])

get_domination_list((int)idx)
Returns a list containing all the indexes of the individual dominated by the individual with index idx

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.zdt(1)
pop = population(prob,10)
ls = pop.get_domination_list(1)

get_domination_count((int)idx)
Returns the domination count for the individual idx (that is how many individuals in the population domi-
nate idx?)

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.zdt(1)
pop = population(prob,10)
c = pop.get_domination_count(1)
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compute_pareto_fronts()
Returns the Pareto fronts of the population in form of a list of lists each one containing the idx of the
individuals belonging to a particular Pareto Front

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.zdt(1)
pop = population(prob,10)
pf = pop.compute_pareto_fronts()

plot_pareto_fronts(comp = [0,1])
Plots the pareto fronts in a sliced 2-D graph representing the two objective function components specified
in comp

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.zdt(1)
pop = population(prob,100)
pf = pop.plot_pareto_fronts()

get_best_idx((int) n)
Returns the n best indexes of the PyGMO.individual in a population. The best PyGMO.individual
are computed according to non-dominated sorting in populations that have a multi-objective problem.

get_worst_idx()
Returns the index of the worst PyGMO.individual in a population. The worst PyGMO.individual
is computed according to non-dominated sorting in populations that have a multi-objective problem.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.zdt(3)
pop = population(prob,3) #population with 3 individuals
best_guy = pop.get_best_idx()
worst_guy = pop.get_worst_idx()

mean_velocity()
Evaluates the population mean velocity

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(3)
pop = population(prob,30)
v = pop.mean_velocity()

race((int) n_winners, (int) min_trials=0, (int) max_feval=500, (float) delta=0.05, (list) racers_idx=[])
Races individuals in a population

•n_winners: number of winners in the race

•min_trials: minimum amount of evaluations before an individual can stop racing

•delta: Statistical test confidence

•racers_idx: indices of the individuals in pop to be raced

repair((int) idx, (:class:‘problem‘) repair_algo)
Repairs the individual at the position idx

•idx: index of the individual to repair

•repair_algo: ‘repairing’ optimization algorithm to use. It should be able to deal with population of
size 1.

champion
Returns a copy of the population PyGMO.champion
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problem
Returns a copy of the problem in the population

NOTE: since it is only a copy that is returned, it is impossible to modify a problem in a population directly.
The following code is thus WRONG as it changes the bounds of an instance of the problem that is created
on the fly and then destroyed

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(3)
pop = population(prob,30)
lb = list(prob.lb)
ub = list(prob.ub)
lb[0]=-10
pop.problem.set_bounds(lb,ub) #This line is completely uneffective ...

5.3 Migration

5.3.1 The algorithm

Migration, in PyGMO, happens asynchronously in each PyGMO.island between calls of the evolve() method
of the PyGMO.archipelago where the PyGMO.island has been pushed back. Each islands maintains a
database of outgoing (or incoming) migrants. The various databases are used before evolution to replace some
PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.island and are then updated after evolution with the new selected migrants.

The algorithm is rather complex and the user does not need to know/understand its details as PyGMO sets defaults
values for all of its many parameters. These are:

Migration Rates

Default value: 1

These parameters defines the number of individuals that are selected from each PyGMO.island for migration as
well as the number of migrants that will be considered for insertion in each PyGMO.island. To Migration Rates are
set by the ‘s_policy’ and ‘r_policy’ kwarg in the PyGMO.island constructor. This can be done by specifying the ab-
solute number of individuals (migration.rate_type.absolute) or the fraction of the PyGMO.population individuals
(migration.rate_type.fractional)

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(15)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 100) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 100 generations
selection = migration.best_s_policy(0.10,migration.rate_type.fractional)
replacement = migration.fair_r_policy(0.25,migration.rate_type.fractional)
isl = island(algo,prob,s_policy = selection, r_policy = replacement)

Migration Direction

Default value: migration_direction.destination

In PyGMO the asynchronous migration is implemented by keeping a migrants database on each island. Then one of
the following options can be followed:

• ‘destination’: The internal migrants database stores, for each PyGMO.island, the individuals that are meant
to migrate from that island. Before each evolution, the PyGMO.island will get migrating individuals from
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those made available by the islands connecting to it. After each evolution, the PyGMO.island will update its
list of best individuals in the database.

• ‘source’: The internal migrants database stores for each PyGMO.island the individuals that are meant
to migrate to that PyGMO.island. Before each evolution, an PyGMO.island will check if individuals
destined to it are available in the database, and, in such case will, migrate over incoming individuals
before starting evolution. After each evolution, the PyGMO.island will place its candidate individuals
for emigration in the database slots of the island(s) to which it connects.

The migration direction is set by the ‘migration_direction’ kwarg in the PyGMO.archipelago constructor

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(15)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 100) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 100 generations
direction = migration_direction.source
archi = archipelago(migration_direction = direction)

Migration Distribution Type

Default value: distribution_type.point_to_point

When migration happens one has to decide which of the connected islands contributes to the event. This is decided by
the distribution type that can be one of the following:

• ‘point to point’: only one of the neighbourghing islands, selected at random, is sending (or receiving) the
individuals

• ‘broadcast’: all neighbourghing islands are sending (or receiving) the individuals

The migration distribution type is set by the ‘distribution_type’ kwarg in the PyGMO.archipelago constructor

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(15)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 100) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 100 generations
distribution = distribution_type.broadcast
archi = archipelago(distribution_type = distribution)

Migration Selection Policy

Default value: migration.best_s_policy(1)

The selection policy is the object responsible to choose out of a PyGMO.population the individuals that will
migrate. All selection policies derive from the same base class and currently a few are implemented:

• ‘migration.best_s_policy’: Selects the best individuals for a single-objective optimization problem. For a multi-
objective optimization problem, an individual is considered better as another individual if it has a lower non-
domination rank or - if the non-domination ranks of both individuals are equal - a higher crowding distance.

• ‘migration.best_kill_s_policy’: The same as ‘migration.best_s_policy’ but every selected individual gets reini-
tialized in the originating population.

• ‘migration.random_s_policy’: Individuals are selected uniformly at random.

• ‘migration.hv_greedy_s_policy’: Select the best individuals for a single-objective optimization problem. For a
multi-objective optimization problem, and individual is considered better than another individual if its exclusive
contribution to the hypervolume (see PyGMO.hypervolume for more details) is greater. The set of best individ-
uals is created iteratively - after each selection of the individual, it is removed from the population so it does not
diminish the contributions of other individuals.
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• ‘migration.hv_best_s_policy’: Select the best individuals for a single-objective optimization problem. For a
multi-objective optimization problem, and individual is considered better than another individual if its exclusive
contribution to the hypervolume (see PyGMO.hypervolume for more details) is greater. The main distinction be-
tween this policy and PyGMO.hv_best_s_policy is computing all the contributions at once (without the removal
step).

The selection policy is set by the ‘s_policy’ kwarg in the PyGMO.island constructor

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(15)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 100) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 100 generations
best2 = migration.best_s_policy(2) # two individuals will be selected as the best
isl = island(algo,prob,s_policy = best2)

Migration Replacement Policy

Default value: migration.fair_r_policy(1)

The replacement policy is the object responsible to substitute the individuals in a population with the migrants. All
replacement policies derive from the same base class and currently a few are implemented:

• ‘migration.fair_r_policy’: simply replaces the worst individuals in the island with the best of the incoming
migrants. This is subject to the added condition that the migrants are better. For multi-objective optimization
problems, an individual is considered better than another individual if it has a lower non-domination rank or - if
the non-domination ranks are equal - a higher crowding distance (compare with ‘migration.best_s_policy’)

• ‘migration.random_r_policy’: replaces random individuals in the island with random incoming migrants

• ‘migration.worst_r_policy’: replaces the worst individuals in the island with the best of the incoming mi-
grants. In a multi-objective setting, the meaning of better is like in ‘migration.fair_r_policy’ or ‘migra-
tion.best_s_policy’).

• ‘migration.hv_greedy_r_policy’: Replaces a the worst individuals in the island with the best of the incoming
immigrants. The distinction between individuals is made based on their exclusive contribution to the hypervol-
ume (see PyGMO.hypervolume for more details). Both sets are determined iteratively - set of worst islanders is
determined by choosing the least contributor among them, and then removing it from the population in order to
prevent it from diminishing the contributions of other individuals. Likewise, the set of best immigrants is de-
termined by their exclusive contribution to the hypervolume in an iterative fashion, except this time the greatest
contributor is chosen.

• ‘migration.hv_fair_r_policy’: The distinction between individuals is made based on their exclusive contri-
bution to the hypervolume (see PyGMO.hypervolume for more details). Both sets are determined by com-
puting the contributions to the hypervolume at once, without the removal step (as opposed to the ‘migra-
tion.hv_greedy_r_policy’).

The replacement policy is set by the ‘r_policy’ kwarg in the island constructor

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(15)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 100) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 100 generations
random4 = migration.random_policy(4) # four individuals will be selected at random

# from the migrants and will replace random individuals
isl = island(algo,prob,s_policy = best2)

Migration Probability

Default value: 1
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The migration probability determines whether migration occurs at all between calls of the evolve() method. It is set
by the ‘migr_prob’ kwarg of the island constructor.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(15)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 100) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 100 generations
p = 0.5
isl = island(algo,prob,migr_prob = p)

Migration Topology

Default value: migration.unconnected()

The migration topology determines which island will be connected to which island. It also takes care that when an
island is pushed back into an archipelago, the topological properties of the resulting new connectivity graph are left
unchanged. It is set by the ‘topology’ kwarg in the archipelago constructor

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(15)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 100) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 100 generations
topo = topology.ring()
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,topology = topo)

5.3.2 The Classes

class PyGMO.migration.best_s_policy([n=1, type = migration.rate_type.absolute])
A selection policy that selects the n best PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.island‘s
PyGMO.population. If type is migration.rate_type.fractional then n, in [0,1], is interpreted as the
fraction of the population to be selected. This class is used exclusively in the PyGMO.island constructor as a
possible kwarg for the key ‘s_policy’

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.griewank(5)
algo = algorithm.bee_colony(gen = 10) #instantiates artificial bee colony with default params and 10 generations
best2 = migration.best_s_policy(2)
best50pc = migration.best_s_policy(0.5,migration.rate_type.fractional)
isl1 = island(algo,prob,10,s_policy = best2) #2 of the best individuals will migrate
isl2 = island(algo,prob,32,s_policy = best50pc) #50% of 32 (i.e. 16) best individuals will migrate

class PyGMO.migration.best_kill_s_policy([n=1, type = migration.rate_type.absolute])
A selection policy that selects the n best PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.island‘s
PyGMO.population and kills them in the original population so that only the migrant will survive. A new
random individual will replace the migrant in the original population If type is migration.rate_type.fractional
then n, in [0,1], is interpreted as the fraction of the population to be selected. This class is used exclusively in
the PyGMO.island constructor as a possible kwarg for the key ‘s_policy’

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.griewank(5)
algo = algorithm.bee_colony(gen = 10) #instantiates artificial bee colony with default params and 10 generations
best2 = migration.best_kill_s_policy(2)
best50pc = migration.best_s_policy(0.5,migration.rate_type.fractional)
isl1 = island(algo,prob,10,s_policy = best2) #2 of the best individuals will migrate and be reinitialized in pop
isl2 = island(algo,prob,32,s_policy = best50pc) #50% of 32 (i.e. 16) best individuals will migrate

class PyGMO.migration.random_s_policy([n=1, type = migration.rate_type.absolute])
This selection policy selects n random PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.island‘s
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PyGMO.population selected uniformly. This class is used exclusively in the PyGMO.island con-
structor as a possible kwarg for the key ‘s_policy’

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.griewank(5)
algo = algorithm.bee_colony(gen = 10) #instantiates artificial bee colony with default params and 10 generations
random10 = migration.random_s_policy(10)
best10 = migration.best_s_policy(10)
isl1 = island(algo,prob,50,s_policy = best10) #10 random individuals will be selected for migration
isl2 = island(algo,prob,50,s_policy = best10) #the 10 best individuals will be selected for migration

class PyGMO.migration.hv_greedy_s_policy([n=1, type = migration.rate_type.absolute,
nadir_eps=1.0])

This selection policy selects n PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.island‘s PyGMO.population. The
comparison between individuals is made according to the exclusive hypervolume they contribute to the popula-
tion (see PyGMO.hypervolume for more details). The resulting set of individuals is created iteratively, with each
step consisting of selecting the greatest contributor, and then removing it from the population to prevent it fromt
diminishing the exclusive contributions of the remaining individuals. The reference point for all hypervolume
computations is the current nadir-point of the population with an off-set determined by the nadir_eps.

NOTE: This migration applies only to multi-objective problems. In case of a single-objective problem, the
PyGMO.migration.best_s_policy is used instead.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.dtlz(prob_id = 3, fdim=5)
algo = algorithm.nsga_II(gen = 10) #instantiates the NSGA-II algorithm
hv_greedy_10 = migration.hv_greedy_s_policy(10)
isl = island(algo, prob, 50, s_policy = hv_greedy_10) #10 random individuals will be selected for migration

class PyGMO.migration.hv_best_s_policy([n=1, type = migration.rate_type.absolute,
nadir_eps=1.0])

This selection policy selects n PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.island‘s PyGMO.population. The
comparison between individuals is made according to the exclusive hypervolume they contribute to the pop-
ulation (see PyGMO.hypervolume for more details). The resulting set of individuals is created by computing
all contributions for each of the individuals of the population, and then selecting n greatest contributors. The
reference point for all hypervolume computations is the current nadir-point of the population with an off-set
determined by the nadir_eps.

NOTE: This migration applies only to multi-objective problems. In case of a single-objective problem, the
PyGMO.migration.best_s_policy is used instead.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.dtlz(prob_id = 3, fdim=5)
algo = algorithm.nsga_II(gen = 10) #instantiates the NSGA-II algorithm
hv_greedy_10 = migration.hv_greedy_s_policy(10)
isl = island(algo, prob, 50, s_policy = hv_greedy_10) #10 random individuals will be selected for migration

class PyGMO.migration.fair_r_policy([n=1, type = migration.rate_type.absolute])
A replacement policy that replaces the worst n PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.island‘s
PyGMO.population with the best n migrants. Each replacement takes place if and only if the migrant is
considered better. If type is migration.rate_type.fractional then n, in [0,1], is interpreted as the fraction of the
population to be replaced. This class is used exclusively in the PyGMO.island constructor as a possible kwarg
for the key ‘r_policy’

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.griewank(5)
algo = algorithm.bee_colony(10) #instantiates artificial bee colony with default params and 10 generations
fair2 = migration.fair_r_policy(2)
fair20pc = migration.fair_r_policy(0.2,migration.rate_type.fractional)
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isl1 = island(algo,prob,10,r_policy = fair2) #2 of the worst individuals will be considered for replacement
isl2 = island(algo,prob,100,r_policy = fair20pc) #20% of 100 (i.e. 20) worst individuals will be considered for replacement

class PyGMO.migration.random_r_policy([n=1, type = migration.rate_type.absolute])
A replacement policy that replaces n random PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.island‘s
PyGMO.population with random n migrants. If type is migration.rate_type.fractional then n, in [0,1], is in-
terpreted as the fraction of the population to be replaced. This class is used exclusively in the PyGMO.island
constructor as a possible kwarg for the key ‘r_policy’

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.griewank(5)
algo = algorithm.bee_colony(gen = 10) #instantiates artificial bee colony with default params and 10 generations
random2 = migration.random_r_policy(2)
isl = island(algo,prob,10,r_policy = random2) #2 random individuals will be replaced with random migrants

class PyGMO.migration.worst_r_policy([n=1, type = migration.rate_type.absolute])
A replacement policy that replaces the n worst PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.island‘s
PyGMO.population with the best n migrants. If type is migration.rate_type.fractional then n, in [0,1], is in-
terpreted as the fraction of the population to be replaced. This class is used exclusively in the PyGMO.island
constructor as a possible kwarg for the key ‘r_policy’

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.griewank(5)
algo = algorithm.bee_colony(gen = 10) #instantiates artificial bee colony with default params and 10 generations
worst2 = migration.worst_r_policy(2)
isl = island(algo,prob,10,r_policy = worst2) #the 2 worst individuals will be replaced by the best migrants

class PyGMO.migration.hv_greedy_r_policy([n=1, type = migration.rate_type.absolute,
nadir_eps = 1.0])

A replacement policy that replaces the worst n PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.island‘s
PyGMO.population with the best n immigrants. Each replacement takes place if and only if the migrant
is considered better. The comparison between individuals is made according to the exclusive hypervolume they
contribute to the population (see PyGMO.hypervolume for more details). If type is migration.rate_type.fractional
then n, in [0,1], is interpreted as the fraction of the population to be replaced. The reference point for all hyper-
volume computations is the current nadir-point of the population with an off-set determined by the nadir_eps.

The sets of worst islanders and best immigrants are determined according to the exclusive contribution by each
individual. This is done iteratively; after each request for the least (in case of worst set) or greatest (in
case of best set) contributor, the individual is removed from the working population, in order to prevent it from
diminishing the exclusive contributions by other points.

NOTE: This migration applies only to multi-objective problems. In case of a single-objective problem, the
PyGMO.migration.fair_r_policy is used instead.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.dltz3(fdim=5)
algo = algorithm.nsga_II(gen=10) # Instantiates the NSGA-II algorithm
hv_greedy = migration.hv_greedy_r_policy(2)
isl = island(algo,prob,10,r_policy = hv_greedy) # 2 of the worst individuals will be considered for replacement

class PyGMO.migration.hv_fair_r_policy([n=1, type = migration.rate_type.absolute, nadir_eps =
1.0])

A replacement policy that replaces the worst n PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.island‘s
PyGMO.population with the best n immigrants. Each replacement takes place if and only if the migrant
is considered better. The comparison between individuals is made according to the exclusive hypervolume they
contribute to the population (see PyGMO.hypervolume for more details). If type is migration.rate_type.fractional
then n, in [0,1], is interpreted as the fraction of the population to be replaced. The reference point for all hyper-
volume computations is the current nadir-point of the population with an off-set determined by the nadir_eps.
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The sets of worst islanders and best immigrants are determined according to the exclusive contribution by each
individual. This is done by a single computation of the exclusive contributions over a joined population of
original individuals and the immigrants. The vector of contributions serves as a mean for determining the
required sets.

NOTE: This migration applies only to multi-objective problems. In case of a single-objective problem, the
PyGMO.migration.fair_r_policy is used instead.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.dltz3(fdim=5)
algo = algorithm.nsga_II(gen=10) # Instantiates the NSGA-II algorithm
hv_fair = migration.hv_fair_r_policy(3)
isl = island(algo,prob,10,r_policy = hv_fair) # 3 of the worst individuals will be considered for replacement

class PyGMO.distribution_type
This class attributes are be used to set the kwarg ‘distribution_type’ of the PyGMO.archipelago constructor
kwarg ‘migration_direction’ to define whether the migrants will be distributed to one of the neighbouring island
chosen at random or to all of them

point_to_point
Migrants are distributed to one of neighbouring PyGMO.island selected at random

broadcast
Migrants are distributed to all neighbouring PyGMO.island

class PyGMO.migration_direction
This class attributes are be used to set the kwarg ‘migration_direction’ of the PyGMO.archipelago con-
structor kwarg ‘migration_direction’ to define whether the migrant databases will contain the incoming or the
outgoing individuals.

destination
Migrant database contains outgoing individuals

source
Migrant database contains incoming individuals

class PyGMO.migration.rate_type

This class attributes are used to set the second arg in the various selection and replacement
policies (PyGMO.migration.best_s_policy, PyGMO.migration.fair_r_policy,
PyGMO.migration.worst_r_policy, PyGMO.migration.random_r_policy)

absolute
The number of migrants is specified as an absolute number

fractional
The number of migrants is specified as fraction of the PyGMO.population size

5.4 Topology

The classes of this submodule are all instances of the same base class used to define the migration paths in the
PyGMO.archipelago. When a new PyGMO.island is pushed back into the PyGMO.archipelago the vari-
ous connections are rewired as to respect the topological properties defined by these classes.

The user will mainly use these classes in the following way:

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.lennard_jones(5)
algo = algorithm.bee_colony(gen = 10) #instantiates artificial bee colony setting 10 generations for each algorithmic call
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topo = topology.ring() #defines an empty ring topology
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,8,20,topology=topo) #connects 8 islands in a ring topology
archi.topology.draw() #requires networkx to be installed

class PyGMO.topology.unconnected
Unconnected topology (this corresponds to do parallel independent runs of the algorithms)

The above image is produced by the code:

from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.unconnected(nodes=100)
topo.draw(layout=’spring’, n_size=15, e_arrows=False)

class PyGMO.topology.ring
Ring topology (links go in both directions)

The above image is produced by the code:
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from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.ring(nodes=30)
topo.draw(layout=’circular’, n_size=30, e_arrows=True, e_alpha=0.5)

class PyGMO.topology.one_way_ring
Ring topology (links go only in one direction)

The above image is produced by the code:

from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.one_way_ring(nodes=30)
topo.draw(layout=’circular’, n_size=30, e_arrows=True, e_alpha=0.5)

class PyGMO.topology.fully_connected
Fully connected topology (i.e. all islands are connected bi-directionally)

The above image is produced by the code:
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from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.fully_connected(nodes=30)
topo.draw(layout=’circular’, n_size=30, e_arrows=True, e_alpha=0.1)

class PyGMO.topology.pan
Islands are connected in a ring, except the island with id 0 that is connected to the ring only receiving migrants.
This topology was first conceived to have global optimization happening on the outer ring while using a local
optimizer in the island 0 to refine the solution (also seen as a memetic approach)

from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.pan(nodes=10)
topo.draw(layout=’spring’, n_size=30, e_arrows = True)

class PyGMO.topology.rim
Islands are connected in a ring and they all are also connected to the No.0 island.
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from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.rim(nodes=90)
topo.draw(layout=’circular’, n_size=30)

class PyGMO.topology.hypercube
Hypercube topology

from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.hypercube(nodes=32)
topo.draw(layout=’spring’, n_size=90)

class PyGMO.topology.watts_strogatz
The Watts-Strogatz topology is a ring lattice network in which forward edges are rewired with random probabil-
ity. Such a network has small-world properties, including short average path lengths and high clustering. When
the push_back method is used all the connections are rewired (all links are bidirectional).

Watts-Strogatz topology in wikipedia
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The above image is produced by the code:

from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.watts_strogatz(nodes=100, p=0.1)
topo.draw(layout=’circular’, n_size=3, scale_by_degree=True)

class PyGMO.topology.erdos_renyi
A random graph (all links are bidirectional)

The above image is produced by the code:

from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.erdos_renyi(nodes=100, p=0.03)
topo.draw(layout=’spring’, n_size=5, scale_by_degree=True)

class PyGMO.topology.barabasi_albert
Topology based on the Barabási-Albert (BA) model. (all links are bidirectional)

The network is grown in two phases:

•The first m0 elements added to the network constitute a kernel of nodes connected to each other with high
probability;

•After the kernel is built, the next elements added to the network are connected randomly to m of the
existing nodes; the probability of connection is biased linearly towards the most connected nodes.
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The above image is produced by the code:

from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.barabasi_albert(m0=3, m=3, nodes=1000)
topo.draw(layout=’spring’, n_size=1, scale_by_degree=True,e_alpha=0.03)

class PyGMO.topology.clustered_ba
Topology based on the Clustered Barabási-Albert (BA) model. (all links are bidirectional)

The network is grown in two phases:

•The first m0 elements added to the network constitute a kernel of nodes connected to each other with high
probability;

•After the kernel is built, the next elements added to the network are connected randomly to m of the
existing nodes; the probability of connection is biased linearly towards the most connected nodes. A link
is established also between the m nodes with probability p

The above image is produced by the code:
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from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.clustered_ba(m0=3, m=3, p=0.5,nodes=1000)
topo.draw(layout=’spring’, n_size=1, scale_by_degree=True,e_alpha=0.03)

class PyGMO.topology.ageing_clustered_ba
Topology based on the Ageing Clustered Barabási-Albert (BA) model. (all links are bidirectional)

The network is grown in two phases:

•The first m0 elements added to the network constitute a kernel of nodes connected to each other with high
probability;

•After the kernel is built, the next elements added to the network are connected randomly to m of the existing
nodes not older than a; the probability of connection is biased linearly towards the most connected nodes.
A link is established also between the m nodes with probability p

The above image is produced by the code:

from PyGMO import *
topo = topology.ageing_clustered_ba(m0=3, m=3, p=0.5,a=150,nodes=1000)
topo.draw(layout=’spring’, n_size=1, scale_by_degree=True,e_alpha=0.03)

class PyGMO.topology.custom
A custom topology. Allows for the construction of any topology via its unique methods.

push_back()
Adds a vertex

add_edge((int)id1, (int)id2)
Adds a directed adge from vertex id1 to vertex id2

remove_edge((int)id1, (int)id2)
Removes the directed adge from vertex id1 to vertex id2

remove_all_edges()
Removes all_edges

draw()
Uses Python networx module to draw the topology in a graphic window

Example:
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from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.lennard_jones(5)
algo = algorithm.de(gen = 10) #instantiates artificial bee colony with default params and 10 generations
topo = topology.custom() #builds a custom topology
for i in range(30):

topo.push_back() #Now we have an unconnected topology of 30 vertices
topo.add_edge(1,2)
....
topo.add_edge(22,0)
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,30,20) #constructs an archipelago (we cannot assign here directly topo

#to the kwarg topology as the archipelago constructor only takes empty topologies
archi.topology = topo #sets the topology to the customly constructed one
archi.topology.draw() #Draws the topology (this requires networkx to be installed)

5.5 Island and Archipelago

NOTE: There are two different types of islands in PyGMO. The PyGMO.local_island and the PyGMO.py_island. The
need for two different types of island is purely technical (it is necessary to give the user the possibility of implementing
the problem or the algorithm in python directly) and the user needs not to know any details. We will thus here document
only one class that we call island and that, in reality, is a helper function returning automatically the correct object
type.

class PyGMO.island
At the core of the PyGMO implementation of the generalized asynchronous island model is this class: the
island. An island, in PyGMO, contains a PyGMO.population and a PyGMO.algorithm and is the object
responsible to launch the thread that applies the PyGMO.algorithm to evolve the PyGMO.population

__init__((PyGMO.algorithm)algo, (PyGMO.population)pop[, migr_prob=1., s_policy =
best_s_policy(1), r_policy=fair_r_policy(1)])

Constructs an island from a population. The population will be evolved by algo. Migration occurs with
probability migr_prob at the end of each evolution if the island belongs to a PyGMO.archipelago

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(2)
algo = algorithm.de(10) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 10 generations
pop = population(prob,20)
isl = island(algo,pop)

__init__((PyGMO.algorithm)algo, (PyGMO.problem)prob, (int)N[, migr_prob=1., s_policy =
best_s_policy(1), r_policy=fair_r_policy(1)])

Constructs an island directly from a problem. The resulting population (of size N) will be evolved by
algo. Migration occurs with probability migr_prob at the end of each evolution if the island belongs to an
PyGMO.archipelago

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(2)
algo = algorithm.de(10) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 10 generations
isl = island(algo,prob,20)

evolve((int)n)
Evolves the PyGMO.population in the island performing n calls to PyGMO.algorithm. At
the end of each call migration occur with probability migr_prob if the island belongs to a
PyGMO.archipelago. Evolution happens in the background on a dedicated thread while the program
flows continues.
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from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(1500)
algo = algorithm.de(100) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 100 generations
pop = population(prob,20)
isl = island(algo,pop)
isl.evolve(1) #calls algo to evolve pop. The program flow continues

join()
Joins the thread (if still present) started by the PyGMO.island.evolve method. In other words it waits
for PyGMO.island.evolve to have finished.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(1500)
algo = algorithm.de(100) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 100 generations
pop = population(prob,20)
isl = island(algo,pop)
isl.evolve(1) #calls algo to evolve pop. The program flow continues
isl.join() #Waits for the evolve to finish (i.e. waits for completion of the 100 generations of differential evolution)

busy()
Returns True if evolution is ongoing in the island.

set_x((int)idx, (list) x)
Sets a new chromosome for the idx-th PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.population of the island
to x.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.ackley(5)
algo = algorithm.de(10) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 10 generations
isl = island(algo,prob,10)
isl.population.set_x(0,[1,2,3,4,5]) # This is completely uneffective

# as the ’attribute’ population returns a copy
isl.set_x(0,[1,2,3,4,5]) # This works!!

set_v((int)idx, (list) v)
Sets the velocity of the idx-th PyGMO.individual in the PyGMO.population of the island to v.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.ackley(5)
algo = algorithm.de(10) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 10 generations
isl = island(algo,prob,10)
isl.population.set_v(0,[0.02,0.03,-0.3,0.12,0.1]) # This is completely uneffective

# as the ’attribute’ population returns a copy
isl.set_v(0,[0.02,0.03,-0.3,0.12,0.1]) # This works!!

get_evolution_time()
Returns the time PyGMO has spent on evolving that island in milliseconds

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.ackley(5)
algo = algorithm.de(10) #instantiates differential evolution with default params and 10 generations
isl = island(algo,prob,40)
isl.evolve(100)
isl.get_evolution_time()

algorithm
The island PyGMO.algorithm. Can be set, but not modified via its methods.

population
The island PyGMO.population. Can be set, but not modified via its methods.
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problem
A copy of the PyGMO.problem in the PyGMO.population. Cannot be set or modified via its meth-
ods.

migration_probability
The probability that migration occur at the end of each evolution. Cannot be set (maybe in future versions)

class PyGMO.archipelago
Probably the most important object in all PyGMO. An Archipelago is a container of PyGMO.island and is
responsible to start the asynchronous island model. The solutions exchange among PyGMO.island is done
following the routes allowed by the underlying topology

__init__([topology = unconnected(), distribution_type = point_to_point, migration_direction = des-
tination])

Constructs an empty archipelago from a topology (defaults to PyGMO.topology.unconnected())
a distribution type (defaults to PyGMO.distribution_type.point_to_point) and a migration
direction (defaults to PyGMO.migration_direction.destination)

from PyGMO import *
archi = archipelago() #constructs an empty archipelago with an unconnected topology
archi = archipelago(topology = topology.ring()) #constructs an empty archipelago with a ring topology

__init__((PyGMO.algorithm)algo, (PyGMO.problem)prob, (int)n_isl, (int)n_ind[, topology = uncon-
nected(), distribution_type = point_to_point, migration_direction = destination])

Constructs an empty archipelago from a topology (defaults to PyGMO.topology.unconnected())
a distribution type (defaults to PyGMO.distribution_type.point_to_point) and a migration
direction (defaults to PyGMO.migration_direction.destination). It then pushes back into the
archipelago n_isl PyGMO.island constructed using defaults values for the kwargs and (algo,prob,n_ind)
as args.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.grewank(30)
algo = algorithm.bee_colony(50)
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,8,20) #constructs an archipelago having 8 islands with populations

#of 20 individuals. All islands have a copy of the bee_colony solver
#and a copy of the griewank(30) problem

evolve((int)n)
Calls the method PyGMO.island.evolve (n) on all the PyGMO.island of the archipelago. In other
words, it starts the asynchronous generalized island model that is at the core of PyGMO.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(15)
algo = algorithm.de(500) #instantiates differential evolution with default

#params and 100 generations
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,8,20)
archi.evolve(10) #starts the asynchronous generalized island model.

#each of the 8 islands will call algo 10 times and try to migrate in between calls

push_back((PyGMO.island) isl)
Pushes back isl in the archipelago taking also to also update the topological links between islands. This
method also checks that the island inserted is compatible with the other islands present in the archipelago
(i.e. it contains a :class‘PyGMO.population‘ with a :class‘PyGMO.problem that is compatible)

join()
Joins all threads (if still present) started by the PyGMO.archipelago. In other words it waits for
evolution to have finished.
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from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.schwefel(15)
algo = algorithm.de(500) #instantiates differential evolution with default

#params and 100 generations
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,8,20)
archi.evolve(10) #starts the asynchronous generalized island model.
archi.join() #waits for it to finish
[isl.population.champion.f for isl in archi] #builds a list with the best fittnesses found

busy()
Returns True if evolution is ongoing in the archipelago.

interrupt()
Halts evolution at the first occasion in all islands.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.rosenbrock(10)
algo = algorithm.cmaes(gen=100)
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,8,20,topology = topology.ring())
archi.draw()

dump_migration_history()
Returns a temporal history of all the archipelago migrations in one string. Each entry is in the form
(n,src_isl,dest_isl) and logs that n individuals, from the island having the index src_isl, successfully re-
placed n individuals in the population of the island having the index dest_isl.

5.6 Algorithms

5.6.1 A Quick Look

Algorithms in PyGMO are objects, constructed and then used to optimize a problem via their evolve method. The user
can implement his own algorithm in Python (in which case they need to derive from PyGMO.algorithm.base).
You may follow the Adding a new algorithm tutorial. We also provide a number of algorithms that are considered
useful for general purposes. Each algorithm can be associated only to problems of certain types: (Continuous, Integer
or Mixed Integer)-(Constrained, Unconstrained)-(Single, Multi-objective).
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Heuristic Optimization

Common Name Name in PyGMO Type Comments
Differential Evolution (DE) PyGMO.algorithm.de C-U-

S
The original algorithm

Self-adaptive DE (jDE) PyGMO.algorithm.jdeC-U-
S

Self-adaptive F, CR

DE with p-best crossover
(mde_pbx)

PyGMO.algorithm.mde_pbxC-U-
S

Self-adaptive F, CR

Differential Evolution (DE) PyGMO.algorithm.de_1220C-U-
S

Our own brew. self adaptive F, CR and
variants

Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO)

PyGMO.algorithm.psoC-U-
S

The PSO algorithm (canonical, with
constriction factor, FIPS, etc.)

Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO)

PyGMO.algorithm.pso_genC-U-
S

Generational (also problems deriving
from base_stochastic)

Simple Genetic Algorithm
GRAY (SGA_GRAY)

PyGMO.algorithm.sga_grayC-U-
S

Simple genetic algorithm with gray binary
encoding

Simple Genetic Algorithm
(SGA)

PyGMO.algorithm.sgaMI-
U-S

Vector Evaluated Genetic
Algorithm (VEGA)

PyGMO.algorithm.vegaMI-
U-M

VEGA algorithm, multi-objective
extension of SGA

(N+1)-EA Evol. Algorithm
(SEA)

PyGMO.algorithm.sea I-U-
M

The multiobjective extension uses
crowding distance operator

Non-dominated Sorting GA
(NSGA2)

PyGMO.algorithm.nsga_IIC-U-
M

NSGA-II

S-Metric Selection EMOA
(SMS-EMOA)

PyGMO.algorithm.sms_emoaC-U-
M

Relies on the hypervolume computation.

Corana’s Simulated Annealing
(SA)

PyGMO.algorithm.sa_coranaC-U-
S

Parallel Decomposition
(PADE)

PyGMO.algorithm.padeC-U-
M

Parallel Decomposition (based on the
MOEA/D framework)

Non-dominated Sorting PSO
(NSPSO)

PyGMO.algorithm.nspsoC-U-
M

Multi-Objective PSO

Strength Pareto EA 2 (SPEA2) PyGMO.algorithm.spea2C-U-
M

Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2

Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) PyGMO.algorithm.bee_colonyC-U-
S

Improved Harmony Search
(IHS)

PyGMO.algorithm.ihsMI-
U-M

Integer and Multiobjetive not tested yet

Monte Carlo Search (MC) PyGMO.algorithm.monte_carloMI-
C-S

Monte Carlo Search (MC) PyGMO.algorithm.py_exampleMI-
C-S

Written directly in Python

Covariance Matrix
Adaptation-ES

PyGMO.algorithm.py_cmaesC-U-
S

Written directly in Python

Covariance Matrix
Adaptation-ES

PyGMO.algorithm.cmaesC-U-
S
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Meta-algorithms

Common Name Name in PyGMO Type Comments
Monotonic Basin
Hopping (MBH)

PyGMO.algorithm.mbh N/A

Multistart (MS) PyGMO.algorithm.ms N/A
Augmented
Lagrangian (AL)

PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_auglagC-
C-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with nlopt
option. Minimization assumed

Augmented
Lagrangian (AL)

PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_auglag_eqC-
C-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with nlopt
option. Minimization assumed

Cstrs co-evolution PyGMO.algorithm.cstrs_co_evolutionC-
C-S

Minimization assumed

Cstrs Self-Adaptive PyGMO.algorithm.cstrs_self_adaptiveC-
C-S

Minimization assumed

Cstrs Immune
System

PyGMO.algorithm.cstrs_immune_systemC-
C-S

Immune system constraints handling technique

Cstrs CORE PyGMO.algorithm.cstrs_coreC-
C-S

CORE constraints handling technique
(repairing technique)
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Local optimization

Common Name Name in PyGMO Type Comments
Compass Search
(CS)

PyGMO.algorithm.cs C-
U-S

Nelder-Mead
simplex

PyGMO.algorithm.scipy_fminC-
U-S

SciPy required. Minimization assumed

Nelder-Mead
simplex

PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_nmC-
U-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with GSL
option. Minimization assumed

Nelder-Mead
simplex variant 2

PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_nm2C-
U-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with GSL
option. Minimization assumed

Nelder-Mead
simplex variant 2r

PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_nm2randC-
U-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with GSL
option. Minimization assumed

Subplex (a
Nelder-Mead variant)

PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_sbplxC-
C-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with nlopt
option. Minimization assumed

L-BFGS-B PyGMO.algorithm.scipy_l_bfgs_bC-
U-S

SciPy required. Minimization assumed

BFGS PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_bfgs2C-
U-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with GSL
option. Minimization assumed

BFGS 2 PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_bfgsC-
U-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with GSL
option. Minimization assumed

Sequential Least
SQuares Prog.

PyGMO.algorithm.scipy_slsqpC-
C-S

SciPy required. Minimization assumed

Sequential Least
SQuares Prog.

PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_slsqpC-
C-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with nlopt
option. Minimization assumed

Truncated Newton
Method

PyGMO.algorithm.scipy_tncC-
U-S

SciPy required. Minimization assumed

Conjugate Gradient
(fr)

PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_frC-
U-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with GSL
option. Minimization assumed

Conjugate Gradient
(pr)

PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_prC-
U-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with GSL
option. Minimization assumed

COBYLA PyGMO.algorithm.scipy_cobylaC-
C-S

SciPy required. Minimization assumed

COBYLA PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_cobylaC-
C-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with nlopt
option. Minimization assumed

BOBYQA PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_bobyqaC-
C-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with nlopt
option. Minimization assumed

Method of Moving
Asymptotes

PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_mmaC-
C-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with nlopt
option. Minimization assumed

SNOPT PyGMO.algorithm.snopt C-
C-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with snopt
option. Minimization assumed

IPOPT PyGMO.algorithm.ipopt C-
C-S

Requires PyGMO to be compiled with ipopt
option. Minimization assumed

5.6.2 Detailed Documentation

class PyGMO.algorithm.base
All PyGMO algorithms derive from this class

class PyGMO.algorithm.de
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class PyGMO.algorithm.jde

class PyGMO.algorithm.mde_pbx

class PyGMO.algorithm.de_1220

class PyGMO.algorithm.pso

class PyGMO.algorithm.pso_gen

class PyGMO.algorithm.sea

class PyGMO.algorithm.sga

mutation.RANDOM
Random mutation (width is set by the width argument in PyGMO.algorithm.sga)

mutation.GAUSSIAN
Gaussian mutation (bell shape standard deviation is set by the width argument in
PyGMO.algorithm.sga multiplied by the box-bounds width)

selection.ROULETTE
Roulette selection mechanism

selection.BEST20
Best 20% individuals are inserted over and over again

crossover.BINOMIAL
Binomial crossover

crossover.EXPONENTIAL
Exponential crossover

class PyGMO.algorithm.vega

mutation.RANDOM
Random mutation (width is set by the width argument in PyGMO.algorithm.vega)

mutation.GAUSSIAN
Gaussian mutation (bell shape standard deviation is set by the width argument in
PyGMO.algorithm.vega multiplied by the box-bounds width)

crossover.BINOMIAL
Binomial crossover

crossover.EXPONENTIAL
Exponential crossover
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class PyGMO.algorithm.sga_gray

mutation.UNIFORM
Uniform mutation

selection.ROULETTE
Roulette selection mechanism

selection.BEST20
Best 20% individuals are inserted over and over again

crossover.SINGLE_POINT
Single point crossover

class PyGMO.algorithm.nsga_II

class PyGMO.algorithm.sms_emoa

class PyGMO.algorithm.pade

RANDOM
Random generation of the weight vector

GRID
Weight vectors are generated to equally divide the search space (requires a particular population size)

LOW_DISCREPANCY
Weight vector are generated using a low discrepancy sequence

class PyGMO.algorithm.nspso

CROWDING_DISTANCE
Individual with better crowding distance are prefered

NICHE_COUNT
Individuals with better niche count are prefered

MAXMIN
The MaxMin method is used to obtain the non-dominated set and to mantain diversity

class PyGMO.algorithm.spea2

class PyGMO.algorithm.sa_corana

class PyGMO.algorithm.bee_colony
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class PyGMO.algorithm.ms

screen_output
When True, the algorithms produces output on screen

algorithm
Algorithm to be multistarted

class PyGMO.algorithm.mbh

screen_output
When True, the algorithms produces output on screen

algorithm
Algorithm to perform mbh ‘local’ search

class PyGMO.algorithm.cstrs_co_evolution

class PyGMO.algorithm.cstrs_immune_system

screen_output
When True, the algorithms produces output on screen

class PyGMO.algorithm.cstrs_core

screen_output
When True, the algorithms produces output on screen

class PyGMO.algorithm.cs

class PyGMO.algorithm.ihs

class PyGMO.algorithm.monte_carlo

class PyGMO.algorithm.py_example

class PyGMO.algorithm.py_cmaes

class PyGMO.algorithm.cmaes
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class PyGMO.algorithm.scipy_fmin

class PyGMO.algorithm.scipy_l_bfgs_b

class PyGMO.algorithm.scipy_slsqp

class PyGMO.algorithm.scipy_tnc

screen_output
When True, the algorithms produces output on screen

class PyGMO.algorithm.scipy_cobyla

screen_output
When True, the algorithms produces output on screen

class PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_cobyla

class PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_bobyqa

class PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_sbplx

class PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_mma

class PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_auglag

class PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_auglag_eq

class PyGMO.algorithm.nlopt_slsqp

class PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_nm2rand

class PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_nm2

class PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_nm
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class PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_pr

class PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_fr

class PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_bfgs2

class PyGMO.algorithm.gsl_bfgs

class PyGMO.algorithm.snopt

screen_output
When True, the algorithms produces output on screen

class PyGMO.algorithm.ipopt

screen_output
When True, the algorithms produces output on screen

class PyGMO.algorithm.cstrs_self_adaptive

5.7 Problems

5.7.1 A Quick Look

Problems in PyGMO are objects, first constructed and then used in conjunction to an algorithm. The user can im-
plement its own problem directly in Python, in which case he needs to inherit from PyGMO.problem.base or
PyGMO.problem.base_stochastic class. You may see Adding a new optimization problem or Adding a new
stochastic optimization problem

Meta-problems

Common Name Name in PyGMO Comments
Rotated PyGMO.problem.rotated
Shifted PyGMO.problem.shifted
Normalized PyGMO.problem.normalized
Noisy PyGMO.problem.noisy
Decompose PyGMO.problem.decompose
Death-penalty PyGMO.problem.death_penalty Minimization assumed.
Constrained to MO PyGMO.problem.con2mo
Constrained to Unconstrained PyGMO.problem.con2uncon
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Box-Constrained Continuous Single-Objective

Common Name Name in PyGMO Comments
Ackley PyGMO.problem.ackley
Bukin F6 PyGMO.problem.bukin A difficult bi-dimensional problem
Branin PyGMO.problem.branin Bi-dimensional problem
CEC2013 PyGMO.problem.cec2013 28 problems part of CEC2013 Competition
De Jong PyGMO.problem.dejong
De Jong PyGMO.problem.py_example Implemented directly in Python
Griewank PyGMO.problem.griewank
Himmelblau PyGMO.problem.himmelblau Bi-dimensional problem
Lennard-Jones PyGMO.problem.lennard_jones
Michalewicz PyGMO.problem.michalewicz
Rosenbrock PyGMO.problem.rosenbrock
Rastrigin PyGMO.problem.rastrigin
Schwefel PyGMO.problem.schwefel
MGA-1DSM (tof encoding) PyGMO.problem.mga_1dsm_tof Requires the GTOP database option active
MGA-1DSM (alpha encoding) PyGMO.problem.mga_1dsm_alpha Requires the GTOP database option active
Cassini 1 PyGMO.problem.cassini_1 Requires the GTOP database option active
Cassini 2 PyGMO.problem.cassini_2 Requires the GTOP database option active
Rosetta PyGMO.problem.rosetta Requires the GTOP database option active
Tandem PyGMO.problem.tandem Requires the GTOP database option active
Laplace PyGMO.problem.tandem Requires the GTOP database option active
Messenger (Full Problem) PyGMO.problem.messenger_full Requires the GTOP database option active
GTOC1 PyGMO.problem.gtoc_1 Requires the GTOP database option active
Sagas PyGMO.problem.sagas Requires the GTOP database option active

Box-Constrained Continuous Multi-Objective

Common Name Name in PyGMO Comments
Kursawe’s study PyGMO.problem.kur
Fonseca and Fleming’s study PyGMO.problem.fon
Poloni’s study PyGMO.problem.pol
Shaffer’s study PyGMO.problem.sch
ZDT PyGMO.problem.zdt
DTLZ PyGMO.problem.dtlz
CEC2009 (UF1-UF10) PyGMO.problem.cec2009 UF problems from CEC2009 Competition.
MGA-1DSM (tof encoding) PyGMO.problem.mga_1dsm_tof Requires the GTOP database option active
MGA-1DSM (alpha encoding) PyGMO.problem.mga_1dsm_alpha Requires the GTOP database option active
Cassini 1 PyGMO.problem.cassini_1 Requires the GTOP database option active
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Constrained Continuous Single-Objective

Common Name Name in PyGMO Comments
CEC2006 PyGMO.problem.cec2006 24 problems part of CEC2006

Competition
Pressure vessel design PyGMO.problem.pressure_vessel
Welded beam design PyGMO.problem.welded_beam
Tension compression string
design

PyGMO.problem.tens_comp_string

Luksan Vlcek 1 PyGMO.problem.luksan_vlcek_1
Luksan Vlcek 2 PyGMO.problem.luksan_vlcek_2
Luksan Vlcek 3 PyGMO.problem.luksan_vlcek_3
Planet to Planet LT Transfer PyGMO.problem.py_pl2pl Requires PyKEP. Implemented in

Python
SNOPT Toy-Problem PyGMO.problem.snopt_toyprob
GTOC2 (Full Problem) PyGMO.problem.gtoc_2 Requires the GTOP database option

active

Constrained Continuous Multi-Objective

Common Name Name in PyGMO Comments
CEC2009 (CF1-CF10) PyGMO.problem.cec2009 CF problems from CEC2009 Competition.

Box-Constrained Integer Single-Objective

Common Name Name in PyGMO Comments
String Match PyGMO.problem.string_match

Constrained Integer Single-Objective

Common Name Name in PyGMO Comments
Golomb Ruler PyGMO.problem.golomb_ruler
Traveling Salesman PyGMO.problem.tsp
Knapsack PyGMO.problem.knapsack

Stochastic Objective Function

Common Name Name in PyGMO Comments
Inventory Problem PyGMO.problem.inventory
MIT SPHERES PyGMO.problem.mit_spheres
Noisy De Jong PyGMO.problem.py_example_stochastic

5.7.2 Detailed Documentation

class PyGMO.problem.base

_objfun_impl(self, x)
This is a virtual function tham must be re-implemented in the derived class and must return a tuple packing
as many numbers as the problem objectives (n_obj)
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_compute_constraints_impl(self, x)
This is a virtual function that can be re-implemented in the derived class (if c_dim>0) and must return a
tuple packing as many numbers as the declared dimension of the problem constraints (c_dim). Inequality
constarints need to be packed at last.

_compare_fitness_impl(self, f1, f2)
This is a virtual function that can be re-implemented in the derived class and must return a boolean value.
Return true if f1 Pareto dominate f2, false otherwise. The default implementation will assume minimisation
for each one of the f components i.e., each pair of corresponding elements in f1 and f2 is compared: if all
elements in f1 are less or equal to the corresponding element in f2 (and at least one is less), true will be
returned. Otherwise, false will be returned.

_compare_constraints_impl(self, c1, c2)
This is a virtual function tham can be re-implemented in the derived class (if c_dim>0) and must return a
boolean value. Return true if c1 is a strictly better constraint vector than c2, false otherwise. Default im-
plementation will return true under the following conditions, tested in order: c1 satisfies more constraints
than c2, c1 and c2 satisfy the same number of constraints and the L2 norm of the constraint mismatches
for c1 is smaller than for c2. Otherwise, false will be returned.

_compare_fc_impl(self, f1, c1, f2, c2)
This is a virtual function that can be re-implemented in the derived class (if c_dim>0) and must return a
boolean value. By default, the function will perform sanity checks on the input arguments and will then call
_compare_constraints_impl() if the constraint dimensions is not null, _compare_fitness_impl() otherwise.

class PyGMO.problem.death_penalty

class PyGMO.problem.con2mo

class PyGMO.problem.con2uncon

class PyGMO.problem.shifted

shift_vector
The shift vector defining the new problem

deshift((tuple) x)
Returns the de-shifted decision vector

class PyGMO.problem.rotated

rotation
The rotation matrix defining the new problem

derotate((tuple) x)
Returns the de-rotated decision vector

class PyGMO.problem.noisy
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class PyGMO.problem.normalized

denormalize((tuple) x)
Returns the de-normalized decision vector

class PyGMO.problem.decompose

weights
The weights vector

WEIGHTED
Weighted decomposition method

TCHEBYCHEFF
Tchebycheff decomposition method

BI
Boundary Intersection decomposition method

class PyGMO.problem.ackley

class PyGMO.problem.bukin

class PyGMO.problem.cec2006

class PyGMO.problem.pressure_vessel

class PyGMO.problem.welded_beam

class PyGMO.problem.tens_comp_string

class PyGMO.problem.cec2009

class PyGMO.problem.cec2013

class PyGMO.problem.rosenbrock

class PyGMO.problem.string_match

PyGMO.problem.pretty(x)
Returns a string decoding the chromosome
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class PyGMO.problem.rastrigin

class PyGMO.problem.schwefel

class PyGMO.problem.dejong

class PyGMO.problem.py_example

class PyGMO.problem.griewank

class PyGMO.problem.lennard_jones

class PyGMO.problem.branin

class PyGMO.problem.himmelblau

class PyGMO.problem.michalewicz

class PyGMO.problem.kur

class PyGMO.problem.fon

class PyGMO.problem.pol

class PyGMO.problem.sch

class PyGMO.problem.zdt

class PyGMO.problem.dtlz

class PyGMO.problem.tsp

class PyGMO.problem.golomb_ruler
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class PyGMO.problem.knapsack

class PyGMO.problem.luksan_vlcek_1

class PyGMO.problem.luksan_vlcek_2

class PyGMO.problem.luksan_vlcek_3

class PyGMO.problem.snopt_toyprob

class PyGMO.problem.inventory

class PyGMO.problem.py_example_stochastic

class PyGMO.problem.mit_spheres

post_evaluate((tuple) x, (int) N, (int) seed)→ (tuple) out
Returns a tuple with the N post evaluation results of chromosome x w.r.t. conditions generated by seed.
The returned tuple has the structure [ic, fit] and is sorted by fit. Where ic are the initial conditions and fit
the Evaluated fitness.

simulate((tuple) x, (tuple) ic, (int) N)→ (tuple) world_states
Returns the SPHERES coordinates as evaluated in one simulation with initial conditions ic and in N points

visualize((tuple) world_states)
Requires VPython installed. It opens a graphical display and animate the motion of the three SPHERES
as desribed by the world_state tuple (output from the simulate method)

class PyGMO.problem.mga_1dsm_tof

__init__(seq, t0, tof, vinf, multi_objective=False, add_vinf_dep=False, add_vinf_arr=True)
Constructs an mga_1dsm problem (tof-encoding)

•seq: list of PyKEP planets defining the encounter sequence, including the starting planet (default:
earth venus earth)

•t0: list of two epochs defining the launch window (default: 2000-Jan-01 00:00:00 to 2002-Sep-27
00:00:00)

•tof: list of intervals defining the times of flight in days (default: [[50,900],[50,900]])

•vinf: list of two floats defining the minimum and maximum allowed initial hyperbolic velocity at
launch in km/sec (default: [0.5, 2.5])

•multi_objective: when True constructs a multiobjective problem (dv, T)
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•add_vinf_dep: when True the computed Dv includes the initial hyperbolic velocity (at launch)

•add_vinf_arr: when True the computed Dv includes the final hyperbolic velocity (at arrival)

USAGE: problem.mga_1dsm(seq = [planet_ss(‘earth’),planet_ss(‘venus’),planet_ss(‘earth’)], t0 =
[epoch(0),epoch(1000)], tof = [ [200, 700], [200, 700] ], vinf = [0.5, 2.5], multi_objective = False,
add_vinf_dep = False, add_vinf_arr = True)

set_tof(tof)

Resets the tof-bounds by the provided list of epochs. Needs a list consisting of lower/upper bound tuples.

set_launch_window((tuple) t0)

Resets the launch windows to the lower and upper bounds given by tuple t0. Bounds need to be epochs.

set_vinf((double) vinf_u)

Sets the upper bound for vinf to vinf_u

pretty((tuple) x)→ (string) out

Returns a string with informations about tour encoded by x

class PyGMO.problem.mga_1dsm_alpha

__init__(seq, t0, tof, vinf, multi_objective=False, add_vinf_dep=False, add_vinf_arr=True)
Constructs an mga_1dsm problem (alpha-encoding)

•seq: list of PyKEP planets defining the encounter sequence, including the starting planet (default:
earth venus earth)

•t0: list of two epochs defining the launch window (default: 2000-Jan-01 00:00:00 to 2002-Sep-27
00:00:00)

•tof: list of two floats defining the minimum and maximum allowed mission length in days (default:
[365.25, 1826.35])

•vinf: list of two floats defining the minimum and maximum allowed initial hyperbolic velocity at
launch in km/sec (default: [0.5, 2.5])

•multi_objective: when True constructs a multiobjective problem (dv, T)

•add_vinf_dep: when True the computed Dv includes the initial hyperbolic velocity (at launch)

•add_vinf_arr: when True the computed Dv includes the final hyperbolic velocity (at arrival)

USAGE: problem.mga_1dsm(seq = [planet_ss(‘earth’),planet_ss(‘venus’),planet_ss(‘earth’)], t0 =
[epoch(0),epoch(1000)], tof = [ [200, 700], [200, 700] ], vinf = [0.5, 2.5], multi_objective = False,
add_vinf_dep = False, add_vinf_arr = True)

set_tof((tuple) tof)

Resets the tof-bounds by the provided tuple of epochs.

set_launch_window((tuple) t0)

Resets the launch windows to the lower and upper bounds given by tuple t0. Bounds need to be epochs.

set_vinf((double) vinf_u)

Sets the upper bound for vinf to vinf_u

pretty((tuple) x)→ (string) out
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Returns a string with informations about tour encoded by x

class PyGMO.problem.cassini_1

class PyGMO.problem.cassini_2

class PyGMO.problem.messenger_full

class PyGMO.problem.rosetta

class PyGMO.problem.laplace

class PyGMO.problem.tandem

class PyGMO.problem.gtoc_1

class PyGMO.problem.gtoc_2

class PyGMO.problem.py_pl2pl

class PyGMO.problem.sagas

5.8 Hypervolume

5.8.1 A Quick Look

Many multiple objective optimization problems often require a good method for comparison of solutions. The question
of how to do it is neither trivial, nor definite. Hypervolume indicator (also known as Lebesgue measure or S-metric)
found its application in that domain. PyGMO allows for computing the hypervolume for the population objects (in
that case, each individual fitness vector is treated as d-dimensional point), or for the fixed set of points.

Main class for that purpose is the PyGMO.util.hypervolume class. It is a main interface for computation of the
hypervolume. In order to compute a hypervolume from a population object, you can do the following:

from PyGMO import *
from PyGMO.util import *
prob = problem.dtlz(1)
pop = population(prob,20)
hv = hypervolume(pop)
print hv.compute(r = [1000.0]*3)

Additionally, you can use the same module for the computation of a fixed hypervolume problem:
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from PyGMO.util import *
hv = hypervolume([[3,1],[2,1], [3,1]])
print hv.compute(r = [4.0]*2)

You can also explicitly request an particular algorithm for the computation:

from PyGMO.util import *
hv = hypervolume([[2,1,1] , [1,2,1], [1,1,2]])
print hv.compute(r = [3.5]*3, algorithm = hv_algorithm.hv3d())

Besides the computation of the hypervolume of given pareto front (which may serve as a quality indicator), other
methods are available as well:

from PyGMO.util import *
hv = hypervolume([[2,1,1] , [1,2,1], [1,1,2]])
print hv.exclusive(p_idx = 0, r = [3.5]*3) # returns the exclusive volume by point 0
print hv.least_contributor(r = [3.5]*3) # returns the index of the least contributor

Method ‘exlusive’ computes the hypervolume of the point at given index. Method ‘least_contributors’ returns the
index of the individual (point) contributing the least to the hypervolume.

Available Hypervolume algorithms

Common Name Name in PyGMO Comments
hv2d PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv2dAlgorithm for quick computation of 2d

hypervolumes.
hv3d PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv3dAlgorithm for quick computation of 3d

hypervolumes.
hv4d PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv4dAlgorithm for quick computation of 4d

hypervolumes.
WFG PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.wfgGeneral algorithm for any dimension.
HOY PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hoyGeneral algorithm for any dimension.
Bringmann-Friedrich
approximation

PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.bf_approxAlgorithm for computation of the
approximated least contributor.

FPRAS PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.bf_fprasAlgorithm for computation of the
approximated hypervolume.

5.8.2 Detailed Documentation

class PyGMO.util.hypervolume
This class allows for setting up hypervolume computation problems. Given hypervolume problem can be set up
using population object, or by a list object.

__init__((PyGMO.population)pop)
Constructs a hypervolume problem from a population object. In that case, each individual’s fitness vector
is pulled from the population, and treated as a point in hyperspace.

USAGE: from PyGMO import * from PyGMO.util import *

prob = problem.dtlz(1)

pop = population(prob,20)

hv = hypervolume(pop)

__init__((list)L)
Constructs a custom hypervolume problem from a list. List object must contain other list objects that
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represent points in hyperspace. List object cannot be empty, and the dimension of each point must be no
lesser than 2.

USAGE: from PyGMO.util import *

hv = hypervolume([[2,1,1], [1,1,2], [1,2,1]])

compute(r, algorithm = None)
Computes the hypervolume for given problem, using the provided reference point r. Keyword algorithm
must be an instance of algorithms that can be found inside PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm module. If the
keyword is not provided, PyGMO chooses one automatically using the information about the reference
point. In case of 2, 3 and 4 dimensions, algorithms hv2d, hv3d and hv4d are used. For larger dimensions
the default method is the WFG. As of yet, it is required that reference point is numerically no lesser by
each dimension than any point from the previously constructed set of points.

•r - reference point used for computation

•algorithm (optional) - hypervolume algorithm used for the computation, uses the best performing
algorithm for given dimension by default

USAGE: print hv.compute([3,3,3])

print hv.compute([3,3,3], algorithm = hv_algorithm.hv3d())

print hv.compute([3,3,3], algorithm = hv_algorithm.wfg())

exclusive(p_idx, r, algorithm = None)
Computes the exlusive hypervolume for point at given index ‘p_idx’, using the provided reference point
‘r’ and the hypervolume algorithm (optional). Keyword algorithm must be an instance of algorithms that
can be found inside PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm module. If the keyword is not provided, PyGMO chooses
one automatically using the information about the reference point.

•p_idx - index of the point for which we compute the exclusive hypervolume

•r - reference point used for computation

•algorithm (optional) - hypervolume algorithm used for the computation, uses the best performing
algorithm for given dimension by default

USAGE: hv.exclusive(p_idx=5, r=[5.0]*3)

hv.exclusive(p_idx=5, r=[5.0]*3, algorithm=hv_algorithm.hv3d())

least_contributor(r, algorithm = None)
Computes the least contributor to the hypervolume using provided reference point ‘r’ and the hypervolume
algorithm (optional). Keyword algorithm must be an instance of algorithms that can be found inside
PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm module. If the keyword is not provided, PyGMO chooses one automatically
using the information about the reference point.

•r - reference point used for computation

•algorithm (optional) - hypervolume algorithm used for the computation, uses the best performing
algorithm for given dimension by default

USAGE: hv.least_contributor(r=[5.0]*3)

hv.least_contributor(r=[5.0]*3, algorithm=hv_algorithm.bf_approx())

class PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv2d

This is the quick algorithm the 2 dimensional problems.
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__init__()
Creates an instance of PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv2d class that serves as a parameter to the hypervolume
object.

class PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv3d

This is the quick algorithm for the 3 dimensional problems.

__init__()
Creates an instance of PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv3d class that serves as a parameter to the hypervolume
object.

class PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv4d

This is the quick algorithm for the 4 dimensional problems.

__init__()
Creates an instance of PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hv4d class that serves as a parameter to the hypervolume
object.

class PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.wfg

This is the implementation of the WFG algorithm. Its main purpose is handling hypervolume com-
putation for any dimension.

__init__()
Creates an instance of PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.wfg class that serves as a parameter to the hypervolume
object.

class PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hoy

This is the implementation of the HOY algorithm. Its main purpose is handling hypervolume com-
putation for any dimension.

__init__()
Creates an instance of PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.hoy class that serves as a parameter to the hypervolume
object.

class PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.bf_approx

This is the implementation of the Bringmann-Friedrich approximation algorithm. Its main purpose
is handling least contributor computation for any dimension. Algorithm’s output is an approximation
of the exact one to a certain degree of accuracy and certain confidence.

__init__(use_exact = True, trivial_subcase_size = 1, eps = 1e-1, delta = 1e-4, gamma = 0.25,
delta_multiplier = 0.775, initial_delta_coeff = 1e-1, alpha = 0.2)

Creates an instance of PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.bf_approx class that serves as
a parameter to the hypervolume object. Default values for the parameters of
the algorithm were obtained from the shark implementation of the algorithm:
http://image.diku.dk/shark/doxygen_pages/html/_least_contributor_approximator_8hpp_source.html

Parameters:

• use_exact - should bf_approx use exact methods for computation

• trivial_subcase_size - when the number of points overlapping the bounding box is smaller or
equal to that argument, we compute the exlusive hypervolume exactly

• eps - accuracy of approximation

• delta - confidence of approximation

• gamma - constant used for computation of delta for each of the points during the sampling

• delta_multiplier - factor with which delta diminishes each round
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• initial_delta_coeff - initial coefficient multiplied by the delta at round 0

• alpha - coefficicient stating how accurately current lowest contributor should be sampled

class PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.bf_fpras

This is the implementation of the Bringmann-Friedrich FPRAS algorithm, applied to the hypervol-
ume computation problem. Its main purpose is handling hypervolume computation for any dimen-
sion. Algorithm’s output is an approximation of the exact one to a certain degree of accuracy and
certain confidence.

__init__(eps = 1e-2, delta = 1e-2)
Creates an instance of PyGMO.util.hv_algorithm.bf_fpras class that serves as a parameter to the hypervol-
ume object.

Parameters:

• eps - accuracy of approximation

• delta - probability of error of the approximation

5.9 Racing

5.9.1 Overview

Two types of racing are supported in PyGMO, namely the racing between individuals in a population, and racing
between algorithms.

Racing of individuals in a population can be done as the following. Note that in PyGMO.population, there is also a
race method which can be conveniently called. However, in order to utilize the caching mechanism in racing, one has
to invoke racing explicitly via PyGMO.util.race_pop.

from PyGMO import *
prob = problem.noisy(problem.ackley(2))
pop = population(prob,20)
racer = util.race_pop(population=pop,seed=0)
winners, fevals = racer.run(1) # Extract the single best winner

Illustration of the effects of caching:

from PyGMO import *
pop = population(problem.noisy(), 10, 0)

# Race overlapping individuals without caching
winners, fevalsA = pop.race(1, racers_idx=range(0,5))
winners, fevalsB = pop.race(1, racers_idx=range(3,8))

# Race overlapping individuals with caching via race_pop
racer = util.race_pop(pop)
winners, fevalsA_cache = racer.run(1, racers_idx=range(0,5))
winners, fevalsB_cache = racer.run(1, racers_idx=range(3,8))

print ’Consumed fevals’, fevalsA + fevalsB # 39
print ’Consumed fevals [caching]’, fevalsA_cache + fevalsB_cache # 26

Racing of algorithms can be done as follows:
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from PyGMO import *
algos = [algorithm.de(), algorithm.cmaes(), algorithm.pso()]

prob = problem.ackley() # To race over a single problem
racer1 = util.race_algo(algos, prob)
winners1, fevals1 = racer1.run(1)

probs = [problem.ackley(), problem.griewank()] # To race over multiple problems
racer2 = util.race_algo(algos, probs)
winners2, fevals2 = racer2.run(1)

5.9.2 Detailed documentation

PyGMO (the Python Parallel Global Multiobjective Optimizer) is a scientific library providing a large number of
optimisation problems and algorithms under the same powerful parallelization abstraction built around the generalized
island-model paradigm. What this means to the user is that the available algorithms are all automatically parallelized
(asynchronously, coarse-grained approach) thus making efficient use of the underlying multicore architecture. The
user can also program his own solvers ... they also will be parallelized by PyGMO!! PyGMO’s implementation of the
generalized migration operator allows the user to easily define “migration paths” (topologies) between a large number
of “islands” (CPU cores).

Efficient implementantions of state-of-the-art bio-inspired algorithms are sided to state-of the art optimization algo-
rithms (Simplex Methods, SQP methods ....) and can be easily mixed (also with your newly invented algorithms) to
build a super-algorithm exploiting cooperation via the asynchronous, generalized island model.

Many complex-networks topologies (Hypercube, Ring, Barabasi-Albert, Watts-Strogatz, Erdos-Renyi, etc.) are built-
in and may be used to define the migration pathways of good solutions among islands. Custom topologies are also
possible.

PyGMO can be used to solve constrained, unconstrained, single objective, multiple objective, continuous, mixed
int optimization problem, or to perform research on novel algorithms and paradigms and easily compare them
to state of the art implementations of established ones.

PyGMO is interfaced with SciPy optimization algorithms, NLOPT algorithms, GSL algorithms, SNOPT, IPOPT and,
hopefully .... more to come. Packages such as networkx and vpython enhance functionalities allowing advanced
visualization options.

Please send your comments via the pagmo/PyGMO mailing list and submit any bugs via our pagmo/PyGMO bug-
tracker

ON THE ANIMATION ABOVE: One animation is worth a lot of words!!! So here are the ‘words’ explaining what
you see in the animation. This is a visualization of an optimization (evolution) in a PyGMO archipelago containing 490
islands. Particle Swarm optimization is used in all islands each containing 20 individuals. The interpanetary trajectory
problem Cassini is being solved. This is a problem from the GTOP database (all of which included in PyGMO). Red
dots are islands containing the worst solution so far, white dots are islands containing the best solution so far. All other
islands colors are scaled from white to red according to their champion’s fitness. The islands are connected using
a Barabasi-Albert ageing clustered topology. The code below reproduces the optimization and shows how to create
figures. The animation can then be made by putting together all figures produced.

# We need networkx installed and PyGMO compiled with the keplerian_toolbox option activated
# Also start this in ipython with the --pylab option
from PyGMO import *
from matplotlib.pyplot import savefig, close

#We instantiate the GTOP problem called cassini_1
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prob = problem.cassini_1()

#We instantiate the algorithm Differential Evolution fixing 10 generations for each call
algo = algorithm.de(gen=10)

#Here we instantiate the archipelago with 490 islands an 20 individuals per island .....
archi = archipelago(algo,prob,490,20,topology = topology.ageing_clustered_ba(a=25))

#We can draw an archipelago like this
pos = archi.draw(n_size=10, scale_by_degree=True, e_alpha=0.03)
savefig(’archi000’)
close()

#And we start the evolution loops (each evolve will advance each island 10 generation)
for i in range(200):

#this opens 490 threads ..... each one evolving its population using algo!!!
archi.evolve(1)
archi.join()
print "Drawing " + str(i) + "-th evolution .."
pos = archi.draw(layout = pos, scale_by_degree=True, n_size=10, e_alpha=0.03)
savefig(’archi%03d’ % i, dpi = 72);
close()
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